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1. Introduction
Comparing the Dead Sea Scrolls and the New Testament
The Dead Sea scrolls mainly consist of a large collection of scrolls and fragments found in the
caves near Qumran, close to the north-western shore of the Dead Sea. They contain Jewish literary
texts, copied from the late third century B.C.E. till the first century C.E., mostly written in Hebrew,
and some in Aramaic or Greek. A large minority of the scrolls and fragments contain texts which
we now refer to as Hebrew Bible or Old Testament, and some other texts which were otherwise al-
ready familiar to scholarship. However, most of the discovered scrolls presented Jewish religious
texts from the Hellenistic and Roman period that had not been known at all.1
Based on the early publication in the 1950s of some of the best preserved scrolls, most
scholars regarded the scrolls as the library of a Jewish sect, perhaps to be identified or associated
with the Essenes which were described by Philo and Josephus. It was and is generally thought that
these scrolls were deposited in the caves during the first Jewish War, probably in 68 C.E. when the
site of Qumran was destroyed. These scrolls therefore give an unprecedented and new insight in
the beliefs and practices of at least one particular group of Jews just before and during the genesis
of Early Christianity. 
Initially, from the 1950s until the 1970s many New Testament scholars enthusiastically stud-
ied the newly found scrolls, and discovered many surprising and enlightening parallels with the
New Testament, to such an extent that many assumed some kind of relationship between the
scrolls and early Christian writings, or, at the least, agreed that the scrolls shed new light on the
New Testament and the earliest developments of Christianity.2 At present, New Testament scholars
are less prone to such overenthusiastic appropriation of the scrolls. In general, biblical scholarship
has moved away from what has been dubbed as parallelomania, and what once was seen as a fairly
1There are numerous and different kinds of introductions to the scrolls. For brief introductions see Timothy H. Lim,
The Dead Sea Scrolls: A Very Short Introduction (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005) and Eibert J. C. Tigchelaar,
“Dead Sea Scrolls,” in The Eerdmans Dictionary of Early Judaism (ed. John J. Collins and Daniel C. Harlow; Grand
Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 2010), 163-80, repr. in Early Judaism: A Comprehensive Overview (ed. John J. Collins and Daniel
C. Harlow; Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 2012), 204-27. For the most recent state-of-the-art survey, cf. Timothy H.
Lim and John J. Collins, eds., The Oxford Handbook of the Dead Sea Scrolls (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010). 
2For a brief characterization of the history of New Testament scholarship and the Dead Sea scrolls, see George J.
Brooke, The Dead Sea Scrolls and the New Testament (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2005), ch. 1 “The Qumran Scrolls and the
Study of the New Testament.” 
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close relationship between the scrolls and early Christian writings, or between the groups behind
those texts, has now been problematized as more complicated. Another, more mundane reason is
that the deluge of editions since the mid 1990s of fragmentary texts, and the internal discourses in
scrolls scholarship about date and sectarian or nonsectarian provenance has made easy access for
New Testament scholars, who already have to deal with a manifold of texts of different nature,
much more complicated than half a century ago. 
The case of the scrolls and the Holy Spirit is a good example. It is well known that in the
Hebrew Bible or Old Testament, the phrase holy spirit is used only three times, in Isa 63:10-11, and
Ps 51:13 (Eng. 11), each time with the personal suffix referring to God: “his,” respectively “your” “holy
spirit.” In the New Testament, however, the expression is used about ninety times, but in a manner
that cannot easily be explained as deriving directly from the Hebrew Bible, for example by an ab-
solute use “the Holy Spirit,” without possessive personal pronoun. With the publication of the very
first Dead Sea scroll, now known as 1QS, the Serekh ha-Yahad, or the Rule of the Community, New
Testament scholars had access to a text that not only described a community organization that
shared elements with descriptions of the first Christian communities, but which also referred to a
holy spirit no less than four times, and a few more times to an angel or spirit of truth. The subse-
quent publication of other texts which were assumed to belong to the same sect, and hence reflect
the same worldview, resulted in descriptions of the pneumatology of the sect, largely based on the
Rule of the Community and the Hodayot. Or, otherwise, specific scrolls passages were selected to il-
lustrate aspects of the Holy Spirit in the New Testament.
From the beginning of scholarship, an understanding of the phrase “holy spirit” in the
scrolls was problematic, largely because of the ambiguity of phrases in the Rule of the Community.
For example, in his dissertation on the meaning of חור, “spirit,” in the then published scrolls,
Arthur Sekki pointed out that a majority of scholars understands “holy spirit” in 1QS 4:21 as refer-
ring to the Spirit of God, whereas a minority regarded it as a sanctified human disposition.3 One of
the problems of Sekki’s own work is that he imported clearly-defined categories of different kinds
of “spirit” from the Hebrew Bible, and tried to classify each occurrence of “spirit” in the scrolls into
one of those categories. Sekki’s approach did show, however, that one cannot simply look at the oc-
currence of set phrases such as “holy spirit,” but has to examine the occurrences of the term
throught a broader study of the different conceptualizations of “spirit.” In a more recent, and hith-
erto most comprehensive study of “holy spirit at Qumran,” Emile Puech did not primarily focus on
the term “holy spirit,” but instead reconstructed on the basis of the published texts a concept of
holy spirit at Qumran—whether or not indicated by the phrase “holy spirit.”4 Puech is cautious in
his readings and conclusions, and shows a thorough insight, but his project also suffers from some
limitations. His study of holy spirit at Qumran acknowledges that in different passages other as-
pects of the concept might be emphasized. However, he does not entertain the possibility that dif-
ferent texts (or even sections of texts, as in the Rule of the Community) might reflect variant con-
3Arthur Everett Sekki, The Meaning of Ruaḥ at Qumran (Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 1989), 207. 
4Emile Puech, “L’Esprit saint à Qumrân,” Liber Annuus 49 (1999): 283-98, including (291-96) a “Dossier qumranien sur
l’esprit saint” with a translation of key passages. 
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ceptualizations. Second, by limiting his short paper to one concept or category, there is little
attention for its place within a larger system of concepts. In more recent times, these two limita-
tions characterize in general many studies of holy spirit (or spirit in general) in the scrolls, as well
as, more generally, comparisons between the Dead Sea scrolls and the New Testament. 
For a long time the scrolls have been regarded as a by and large homogeneous collection of
works authored or copied by a sect. However, in the past decades of scrolls scholarship this view
has been widely questioned. Whether or not the manuscripts were copied and collected by one
and the same group (or related groups), many texts do betray different halakhic and theological
opinions, and cannot be regarded as expressing the same views anymore than, for example, Luke
and John. Different perspectives even can be found in the core group of so-called “sectarian” texts
which most scholars still attribute to the community or Yahad which is described in the Rule of the
Community. Differences between the texts may be attributed to different provenance, or diachron-
ic developments within one and the same group, but also might be related to the different genre
and rhetorics of texts.5 
More recent approaches, nurtured by various kinds of linguistic and psychological theory,
such as cognitive semantics, do not zoom in on one specific category, but rather opt for a systemic
approach. For example, in the case of holy spirit the matter is not reduced to the theological ques-
tion about the relation of God’s holy spirit to God himself, but is approached within a much larger
network about concepts of good and evil, or with respect to different indigenous explanations of
influences on the human person. At the same time, such an approach would also encompass a
study of other references to spirit which in a categorizing approach might be omitted. A good and
recent example is Carol Newsom’s work where she interprets the Hodayot’s views on spirit from
the perspective of theory on indigenous psychology.6
Methodologically, an inquiry into the possible religio-historical origins of the Early Christ-
ian concept of the Holy Spirit would need to look not only at a correspondence of terms and of
concepts, but also to compare the the position of “spirit” within the different systems. In the case
of the Dead Sea scrolls and the New Testament or Early Christianity, one does not have homoge-
neous collections, and differences between texts within these collections should be taken into ac-
count. With respect to the comparison of those corpora, one should pay special attention to how
both collections have interpreted, adopted, and developed passages from authoritative texts. 
2. Terms and Categories
Holy and Other Spirits
5Cf., e.g, Miryam T. Brand, Evil Within and Without: The Source of Sin as Portrayed in Second Temple Literature
(Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2013), who argues both for diachronic developments, and for differences due to
genres of texts. 
6Carol A. Newsom, “Flesh, Spirit, and the Indigenous Psychology of the Hodayot,” in Prayer and Poetry in the Dead Sea
Scrolls and Related Literature: Essays in Honor of Eileen Schuller on the Occasion of Her 65th Birthday (ed. Jeremy Penner,
Ken M. Penner, and Cecilia Wassen; Leiden: Brill, 2012), 339-54
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This contribution will only deal with those Dead Sea scrolls that are commonly, though anachro-
nistically, called nonbiblical. The so-called biblical manuscripts, which contain a text that is close
to that of the tradited forms of the Hebrew Bible, do not display, with respect to the topic of this
enquiry, any major differences vis-à-vis the Masoretic text.
Statistically,7 the noun חור, “spirit,” seems to be used more often in the nonbiblical scrolls
(512x) than in the Hebrew Bible (389x) or in the biblical scrolls (129x).8 Yet, more telling are varia-
tions with regard to collocations between the Hebrew Bible and the scrolls. For example, the He-
brew Bible has twenty-six cases of חורהוהי , “spirit of the Lord,” and sixteen of חורםיהלא , “spirit
(wind) of God.”9 In the nonbiblical scrolls, however, this collocation is only preserved twice or
thrice (partially) in the case of biblical quotations.10 In contrast, the phrase “holy spirit,” which is
used only three times in the Hebrew Bible (Isa 63:10-11; Ps 51:13[E 11]) is found more than thirty
times as חורשדק , with or without following suffix, in the scrolls. Even more striking is the differ-
ence with respect to the plurals of חור. In the Hebrew Bible the plural of חור is found only fourteen
times, including a few references to the four winds. In the scrolls, however, the plural is attested
more than one hundred forty times. About half of the times, the scrolls use in construct a mascu-
line plural form, a form which is not attested in Biblical Hebrew. Differences are also found with
other collocations. The Hebrew Bible uses thrice חורהמכח , “spirit of wisdom” (Exod 28:3; Deut
34:9; Isa 11:2) and once חורתעד , “spirit of knowledge” (Isa 11:2). The scrolls, however, which repeat-
edly quote or allude to Isa 11:2, never use “spirit of wisdom,” but in stead five times “spirit of knowl-
edge,” and six times חורהניב , “spirit of insight.” Such differences show that one should not merely
contrast the rare use of “holy spirit” in the Hebrew Bible to the much more frequent use in the
scrolls (and still more in the New Testament), but take a more comprehensive view. 
7Statistical research of the occurrence of words and expressions in the Dead Sea Scrolls is complicated by different
factors which may result in distortions. First, all statistical conclusions can only be relative, since they are based on
fragmentary materials. Second, in many cases in the Scrolls words are badly legible, or partially, and even entirely
reconstructed. In such cases, scholars tend to read or to reconstruct the most commonly attested phrases that are
compatible with the material remnants. Thirdly, search programs, like Accordance, and concordances present
occurrences in manuscripts, not in compositions. In the case of clear overlaps, double countings can be corrected. An
example from the biblical scrolls may illustrate the distortion. In the Hebrew Bible the name Jerusalem is found 669
times (81%), and Zion 159 times (21%). However, if one uses the Accordance Qumran Biblical Texts module, ignoring
words inside brackets, one finds 122 hits of Jerusalem (56%), and 97 hits of Zion (44%). This is not due to an increase
of popularity of the name Zion in the scrolls, but to the fact that the name Zion is attested most often in Isaiah and
Psalms, scrolls which are better preserved and attested in larger numbers than, for example, Jeremiah which in the MT
has many more references to Jerusalem. Even if we would correct for overlaps of Isaiah manuscripts, the figures would
remain distorted, because all of Isaiah, but very little of Jeremiah remains. 
8All searches have been made with Accordance modules. Slight corrections might be made, for example by
considering the so-called Reworked Pentateuch manuscripts to be biblical rather than nonbiblical. 
9The latter includes four cases (1 Sam 16:15-16, 23; 18:10) of an evil spirit from God.
104Q161 8-10 11 cites Isa 11:2; 4Q223-224 2 v 28 = Jub. 40:5 uses Gen 41:38. 4Q511 30 6 הכיאו[לכוישיאןכתלחור]םיהלא
might paraphrase Isa 40:13, but note that םיהלא is reconstructed by the editor, and absolutely not certain. 
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In the Hebrew-language nonbiblical scrolls we find the terms חורשדוק ,11 “spirit of holiness,”
or “holy spirit”; חורשדוק with a suffix attached to שדוק, “your/his/their holy spirit”; חורשדוקה ,
“the holy spirit”; חורהשודק , “holy spirit”; תוחורשדוק and יחורשדוק , “spirits of holiness” or “holy
spirits”; חור)י/(תוחורשדוקםישדוק , “spirit(s) of holiest holiness” or “most holy spirit(s).” The Cairo
Genizah Damascus Document twice has חורישדק with suffix.12 It may be noted that the Rabbinic
Hebrew phrase חורשדקה occurs only once, and that the phrase חורההשודקה * (a retroversion
from the Greek or English) is not attested. In the phrase חורהשודק , the latter term may be the
feminine adjective, or alternatively the noun “holiness,” which is not attested elsewhere in the
scrolls. In the Aramaic scrolls, no corresponding term has been preserved, though חוראשדוק , the
term used often in the Targums, has been reconstructed in 4Q213a (Aramaic Levi Document) on the
basis of the Greek corresponding text which reads τὸ πνεῦµα τὸ ἅγιον. The few Greek fragments
from the caves at and near Qumran preserve only one occurrence of spirit, in 7Q4, which Muro
identified as preserving parts of 1 Enoch 103:4, where, however, it refers to the “spirits” of human
beings.13 
The collocation חורשדק (with or without suffix) is the most common one attested in the
scrolls. Yet, in the scrolls collection, we find many other collocations of “spirit” in construct with
nouns. Many of those are construct phrases in which singular spirit is followed by a noun express-
ing some kind of facility, disposition, or behaviour, or something that affects people, either posi-
tively, or negatively. See, for example, חורהצע , “spirit of counsel”; חורהונע , “spirit of modesty”; חור
רשויהונעו , “spirit of uprightness and modesty”; חורתעד , “spirit of knowledge”; חורהניב , “spirit of
insight”; חורתמא , “spirit of truth”; חורהאנק , “spirit of zeal”; חורתועושי , “spirit of salvation”; חור
הנומא, “spirit of faithfulness”; חוררתסה , “spirit of concealment”;14 חורהלוע , “spirit of evil”; חור
עשר, “spirit of wickedness”; חורתונז , “spirit of fornication”; חורםיעוע , “spirit of confusion” or
“whirling wind”; חורתווח , “spirit of destruction”; חורהלפות , “spirit of insolence”; חורזוב , “spirit of
contempt”; חוררשב , “spirit of flesh”; חורםדא and חורשונא , “spirit of mankind.” Much less common
are constructions where the noun is preceded with the article, such as חורהעותה , “spirit of error,”
and חורםייחה , “spirit of life.” Some of the same construct phrases are also attested with the plural
noun spirits, e.g., יחורתמא , “spirits of truth”; תוחורהלוע , “spirits of evil”; חורעשרתוחורהעשר ,
“spirits of wickedness.” However, there are also phrases which are only attested in the plural, e.g.,
תוחורלעילב , “spirits of Belial”; תוחורולרוג , “spirits of his lot”; יחורםיהלא and תוחורםיהולא , “divine
spirits”; יחורלבח , “spirits of destruction”; תוחורםירזממ , “spirits of the bastards.” In addition one
may add some construct phrases which one would normally translate with terms like breath or
11The word שדק (qodeš) is spelled only once fully as שדוק in the Masoretic Text (Dan 11:30). However, in most
nonbiblical Dead Sea Scrolls it is spelled as שדוק, the spelling which we will use here, though some scrolls do write
שדק.  
12Note that 1QIsaa also reads חור וישדוק  (in Isa 63:10). 
13Ernest A. Muro Jr., “The Greek Fragments of Enoch from Qumran Cave 7,” RevQ 18/70 (1997): 307-12. 
14I take רתסה as an infinitive hiphil or verbal noun, with Eduard Lohse, Die Texte aus Qumran: Hebräisch und Deutsch
(Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1971), 34, rather than the article with the noun רתס as parsed in the
Accordance module.  
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wind, such as תוחורםימשה , “winds of heaven.” With adjectives one finds, for example, חורהשדח ,
“new spirit”; חורהער and חורהשיאב , “evil spirit”; חורהטישקהבטו , “an upright and good spirit”; חור
האמט, “unclean spirit.” Some of the terms are found in, and probably taken from, Hebrew Bible
texts, such as “spirit of zeal” or “spirit of confusion.”
Artur Sekki studied in the 1980s, on the basis of the then known texts, to what extent the
absence or presence of the article, the kind of genitival relationships, and morphological as well as
syntactical gender, reflect the author’s (or scribe’s) intended meaning or understanding of “spirit,”
as belong to one of five different “biblical” categories: references to God’s spirit, to man’s spirit, to
angelic or demonic beings, to wind, or to breath. He certainly observed generally tendencies, as
well as exceptions. For example, singular חור preceded by the article, is used for “wind.” In the one
exception, חישמחורה , “the anointed of spirit,” the article would be used to define the entire
clause.15 Likewise, he observed the overall trend that if חור is construed syntactically as masculine,
it refers to an angel, or demon, whereas חור treated syntactically as feminine refers to God’s spirit
or man’s spirit. There is indeed such a regularity, which could be of help for understanding the
conceptualizations of the texts. For example, 1QS 4:23 דעהנהובירייחורתמאלועובבלברבג then
should be understood as “Until now the angels of truth and injustice struggle in the hearts of men.”
And, in fact, Sekki’s categorizations are in part warranted on the basis of synonymous expressions.
For example, יכאלמלבח , “angels of destruction” are associated closely with spirits, both in juxtapo-
sition, as in “all the spirits of his lot, angels of destruction” (1QM 13:11-12), and one also finds the
synonym יחורלבח , “spirits of destruction.” However, a large problem resides in Sekki’s categoriza-
tions, which becomes clear in the repeated discussions whether a text refers to God’s spirit or to a
man’s spirit, but with little clarification on how the texts conceptualized “spirit.” And the category
of “man’s spirit” encompasses the use of “spirit” to refer to human beings, the reference to “spirit”
as the life-giving force, and “spirit” as a “human dispostion.”16 One might contrast Sekki’s so-called
“biblical” categories to those of Iranologists, who describe three indistinguishable categories of
“spirit” in Zoroastrian literature, namely as “spiritual beings,” the value they embody, and their
human affects.17 The latter conceptualization is part of the system of Zoroastrian thought, and is
incongruent with the seemingly sharper ontological conceptualizations found in the biblical and
early Jewish texts. Yet, heuristically, this alternative conceptualization may be helpful to under-
stand a range of scrolls where there seems to be no clear distinction between “spiritual beings,”
virtues and vices, and the corresponding effects on or dispositions of human beings. This concep-
tualization might also explain why terms like “uprightness,” “modesty,” “truth,” “insight,” or “knowl-
15Sekki, The Meaning of Ruaḥ at Qumran, 92. 
16Sekki, ibid., 95 n. 1 refers to BDB 921 which lists six basic categories for the human spirit, but he does not elaborate on
these.  
17Thus the descriptive terms of Albert de Jong, “Iranian Connections in the Dead Sea Scrolls,” in The Oxford Handbook
of the Dead Sea Scrolls (ed. Timothy H. Lim and John J. Collins; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 479-500 at 494.
Shaul Shaked, “The Notions mēnōg and gētīg in the Pahlavi Texts and their Relation to Eschatology,” Acta Orientalia 33
(1971): 59-107 at 83 and idem, “Qumran and Iran: further considerations,” Israel Oriental Studies 2 (1972): 433-46 uses
different but corresponding terms: divine beings (angels or demons), metaphysical entities, and psychological
faculties.
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edge,” can be used both in connection to “spirits,” and independently, apparently without a change
of meaning. 
The aim of this paper is not to develop new categories that would be better fitting for the
scrolls evidence, but to present those Dead Sea scrolls texts that might be of interest to the ques-
tion about the historical origins of the early Christian conception of the Holy Spirit. The selection
of texts presented here does not include all references to “spirit” in the scrolls, but nonetheless
takes a broad approach, including all texts which combine the terms “spirit,“ and “holiness,” and
many other texts as well. 
3. Texts and Comments
The materials here are not presented according to terminology, or to concept or category, but
arranged according to composition. Some texts will receive more comments than others, and over-
all conclusions will follow at the end of this paper. 
3.1. Rule of the Community (1QS and 4QS manuscripts)18
The Qumran Cave 1 manuscript of the Serekh ha-Yaḥad or Rule of the Community (1QS) has long
been seen as the central text of a community that was supposed to have settled at Qumran and
sometimes is identified with the Essenes. The 1QS text, however, is a collection of different parts,
some of which have not been included in other Rule of the Community manuscripts, and which
may reflect a different provenance. Also, the publication of cave 4 materials made clear that there
were different literary editions of parts of this work, and that not all scrolls reflect one and the
same world view.19 The following sections have been discussed extensively since the 1950s, and to
some extent they give insight into ideas that are also found in other texts. Yet, contrary to earlier
scholarship, one should not single out these texts to represent the pneumatology of the communi-
ty or of the scrolls. 
3.1.1. 1QS 3:6-9 (in the s0-called Covenant Renewal Ceremony)
איכ חורב תצע תמא לא יכרד שיא ורפוכי לוכ ותונווע טיבהל רואב םייח
חורבו השודק דחיל ותמאב רהטי לוכמ ותונווע
חורבו רשוי הונעו רפוכת טח)א(ות
תונעבו ושפנ לוכל יקוח לא רהטי ורשב תוזהל ימב הדנ שדקתהלו ימב יכוד
18Translations of sections from the Rule of the Community are adapted, sometimes with minor changes, from Michael
Knibb, The Qumran Community (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987). 
191QS and its relation to the 4QS manuscripts has been extensively studied. Sarianna Metso, The Serekh Texts (London:
T&T Clark, 2007) presents useful introduction and companion, while Charlotte Hempel, The Qumran Rule Texts in
Context: Collected Studies (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2013) presents cutting edge research from the past decade.  
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For it is through a spirit of true counsel with regard to20 the ways of man that all his iniquities shall
be atoned so that he may look on the light of life. 
It is through a spirit of holiness uniting him to his truth that he shall be purified from all his
iniquities.
It is through a spirit of uprightness and modesty that his sin shall be wiped out. 
It is through submitting himself to all the statutes of God that his flesh shall be purified, by being
sprinkled with waters for purification and made holy by waters for cleansing.
The text is part of a much-discussed section describing a covenant renewal ceremony, which a few
lines earlier emphasized that a person who does not convert cannot be purified, either by acts of
atonement, or by water of purification, or, for that matter, by any water of absolution. Instead, the
text continues, taking up the language of purity and impurity, with the words: “Unclean, unclean,
shall he be as long as he rejects the precepts of God.” The section in 1QS 3:6-9 presents the contrast,
namely that repentance is requisite for purification. Repentance, and the corresponding behav-
iour, is described in three different ways, each including reference to a spirit, and to purification
from iniquities. The fourth clause might seem to run parallel to the previous ones. However, it
probably makes more sense to read it as a conclusion: only after purification from iniquities, can
one’s flesh be purified by purificatory waters. The section as a whole reflects a development in the
thinking about the relation between sins and impurity, and repentance and purification. The text
adopts language from Leviticus, but expands the notion of impurity to cover sinfulness in
general.21 
The text of 1QS 3 uses the rare collocation חורהשודק , generally taken to be the noun with
qualifying adjective, “holy spirit,” even though this is usually expressed by חורשדוק , “spirit of holi-
ness.” Alternatively, one might read the noun השודק, “holiness.” Another Rule of the Community
manuscript, 4Q255 2 1, has a textual variant, and reads חורושדוק , “his holy spirit.” These two vari-
ants, together with the question whether the following דחי in דחיל is taken as a verb or noun,
result in many different options leading to different translations, but also different understandings
of “holy spirit” here. In Knibb’s translation of 1QS, given above, which takes דחי as a verb, the term
“spirit” in all three clauses refers to the disposition of an individual.”22 However, if one takes דחי to
20Taking לא to be the preposition. Similarly A. R. C. Leaney, The Rule of Qumran and Its Meaning (London: SCM, 1966),
137, 142. However, one might also consider לא to be the noun “God,” resulting in translations like “For it is by the spirit
of God’s true council that the ways of man, all his sins are atoned” (P. Wernberg-Møller, The Manual of Discipline
[Leiden: Brill, 1957], 24); “If the ways of man are in the spirit of the council of God’s truth, then all his sins are atoned”
(Adam Simon van der Woude, De Rollen van de Dode Zee, multiple editions; my translation from Dutch); “Denn durch
den Geist des wahrhaftigen Rates Gottes werden die Wegen eines Mannes entsühnt, alle seine Sünden” (Eduard Lohse,
Die Texte aus Qumran: Hebräisch und Deutsch [Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1971], 11). 
21See, e.g., the treatment in Jonathan Klawans, Impurity and Sin in Ancient Judaism (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2000), 75-79. 
22Knibb, The Qumran Community, 92-93. Likewise, Geza Vermes, the Complete Dead Sea Scrolls in English
(Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1997), 101, and Florentino García Martínez, The Dead Sea Scrolls Translated: The Qumran
Texts in English (Leiden: Brill, 1994), 5. Somewhat differently: Leaney, The Rule of Qumran and Its Meaning, 137 (“and in
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be the noun, one translates “It is through the holy spirit of the community (based) in truth,” which
would present a or the holy spirit as a force working in the community.23 The 4Q255 variant can be
translated as “And it is by his holy spirit (belonging) to the Community,”24 which then sees the spir-
it as God’s spirit, which he entrusted to the community (cf. also Isa 63:11). Philologically, the prob-
lem resides not only in the textual variants and in the ambiguity of דחי as verb or noun, but more
generally in the peculiar syntax and style of the first sections of the Rule.25
Whereas often scrolls passages on the holy spirit are read backwards coming from
the New Testament, in this case a backwards reading from the Mishna may be of some interest.
Mishna Sota 9:15 lists the famous stages of holiness of the ascetic Rabbi Pinhas ben Yair, “Heedful-
ness leads to cleanliness, cleanliness leads to cleanness, cleanness leads to abstinence, abstinence
leads to holiness, holiness (השודק) leads to modesty (הוונע), modesty leads to the fear of sin, the
fear of sin leads to piety, piety leads to the Holy Spirit,26 the Holy Spirit leads to the resurrection of
the dead, and the resurrection of the dead comes through Elijah, blessed be his memory” (trans.
Neusner). If, instead of the adjective השודק, “holy,” we read the noun השודק, “holiness,” then both
texts juxtapose “holiness” and “modesty.” Moreover, both texts relate to individual personal piety,
and connect the language of ritual purity with that of piety. 
3.1.2. 1QS 3:18-26 (Two Spirits Treatise)27
האוהו ארב שונא תלשממל לבת םשיו ול יתש תוחור ךלהתהל םב דע דעומ ותדוקפ
הנה תוחור תמאה לועהו
ןיעמב רוא תודלות תמאה רוקממו ךשוח תודלות לועה
דיב רש םירוא תלשממ לוכ ינב קדצ יכרדב רוא וכלהתי
דיבו ךאלמ ךשוח לוכ תלשממ ינב לוע יכרדבו ךשוח וכלהתי
ךאלמבוךשוחתועתלוכינבקדצלוכוםתאטחםתונועוםתמשאויעשפוםהישעמותלשממביפליזרלאדע
וצק
לוכו םהיעיגנ ידעומו םתורצ תלשממב ותמטשמ לוכו יחור ולרוג לישכהל ינב רוא
לאו לארשי ךאלמו ותמא רזע לוכל ינב רוא
האוהו ארב תוחור רוא ךשוחו ןוהילעו דסי לוכ השעמ 
a holy spirit of being united with his truth”). 
23See the translation of Lohse, Die Texte aus Qumran: Hebräisch und Deutsch, 11, or the Dutch translation by van der
Woude in De Rollen van de Dode Zee. Similarly, Wernberg-Møller, The Manual of Discipline, 24. 
24Philip S. Alexander and Geza Vermes, Serekh ha-Yaḥad and Two Related Texts (DJD 26; Oxford: Clarendon, 1998), 34.  
25On which see the comments of Carol A. Newsom, The Self as Symbolic Space: Constructing Identity and Community at
Qumran (Leiden: Brill, 2004), 80-81. 
26Rabbi Pinhas’ reference to the holy spirit as a scale which can be achieved by individuals is somewhat idiosyncratic
in Rabbinic literature. Cf. Peter Schäfer, Die Vorstellung vom Heiligen Geist in der Rabbinischen Literatur (München:
Kösel, 1972), 118-21.
27Recent work on the Two Spirits Treatise includes several articles in Géza G. Xeravits, ed., Dualism in Qumran (London:
T&T Clark, 2010) and Mladen Popović, “Anthropology, Pneumatology, and Demonology in Early Judaism: The Two
Spirits 1QS 3:13-4:26) and Other Texts from the Dead Sea Scrolls,” in ‘And God Breathed into Man the Breath of Life’ - Dust
of the Ground and Breath of Life (Gen 2.7) (ed. Jacques van Ruiten and George van Kooten; Leiden: Brill, forthcoming).
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He created man to rule the world, and he assigned two spirits to him that he might walk by them
until the appointed time of his visitation;
they are the spirits of truth and of injustice.
From a spring of light come the generations of truth, and from a well of darkness the generations
of injustice. 
Control over all the sons of righteousness lies in the hand of the prince of lights, and they walk in
the ways of light; 
complete control over the sons of injustice lies in the hand of the angel of darkness, and they walk
in the ways of darkness.
It is through the angel of darkness that all the sons of righteousness go astray, and all their sins,
their iniquities, their guilt, and their deeds of transgression are under his control in the mysteries
of God until his time. 
All their afflictions and their times of distress are brought about by his rule of hatred, and all the
spirits of his lot make the sons of light stumble. 
But the God of Israel and his angel of truth help all the sons of light. 
He created the spirits of light and darkness, and upon them he founded every deed … 
From the beginning of research the so-called Two Spirits Treatise (1QS 3:13-4:26), which has some-
times been described as the summary of the entire world-view of the sectarians, has led to large
discussions about the dualism of the text and the nature of the spirits mentioned in it. For exam-
ple, on the basis of the feminine treatment of “spirits,”28 Sekki decided that the two spirits at the
beginning of the quoted section (1QS 3:18) and the spirits of light and darkness at the end of the
quoted section (1QS 3:25) are spiritual dispositions of man, even though “a cosmic significance is
not entirely absent.” However, with a different heuristic model, one may argue that in the section
as a whole, spirits sometimes seem to be cosmological figures, and sometimes metaphysical enti-
ties, or again psychological traits. Some of the tensions in the Treatise may be solved if one as-
sumes that its present form consists of multiple layers, which were edited to fit into the Rule. 
Relatively unique in the Treatise are the genitive constructions of “spirit” or “angel” with
truth, as in “spirits of truth and of injustice” (1QS 3:18-19; 4:23), “his angel of truth” (1QS 3:24), and a/
the “spirit of truth” (1QS 4:21). Other attestations in the scrolls are 1QM 13:10 (“spirits of truth”),
4Q177 12+13 i+15 (“spirit of truth” and “his angel of truth”) and 4Q444 6 4 (“spirits of truth”).29
Though it is tempting to directly equate either God’s “angel of truth” or the “spirit of truth” with the
“Spirit of truth” in John (John 14:17; 15:26; 16:13), one should rather focus on the importance of the
concept “truth” in texts like the Rule of the Community, the Hodayot, the Gospel of John and the Jo-
hannine epistles.
28Cf. יתש (rather than ינש) and הנה (rather than המה). The suffix in םב should then be the dual feminine, rather than
plural masculine (I owe the latter idea to T. Lim’s forthcoming article on  CD 4:20-21). 
29All are discussed below. Note that in 4Q444 the text breaks off after “truth.” 
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3.1.3. 1QS 4:2-14 (The Ways of the Two Spirits in the Two Spirits Treatise)
2הלאוןהיכרדלבתבריאהלבבלבשיארשילווינפללוכיכרדקדצתמאדחפלוובבליטפשמבלאחורוהונע
ךרואוםיפאבורוםימחרבוטוםימלועלכשוהניבותמכחוהרובגתנמאמלוכבישעמלאתנעשנובורבודסח
חורותעדלוכבתבשחמהשעמתאנקויטפשמקדצתבשחמושדוקרציבךומסבורוםידסחלעלוכינבתמא
תרהטודובכבעתמלוכילולגהדנענצהותכלתמרעבלוכאבחותמאליזרתעדהלאידוסחורינבלתמא
לבת 
…
9חורלוהלועבוחרשפנלופשוםידיתדובעבקדצעשררקשוהוגםורובבלשחכהימרוירזכאבורוףנח
רוצקםיפאבורותלואתאנקוןודזישעמהבעותחורבתונזיכרדוהדנתדובעבהאמטןושלוםיפודגןורוע
םיניע דובכו ןזוא ישוק ףרוע דובוכו בל תכלל לוכב יכרד ךשוח תמרעו עור 
2 These are their ways in the world: to enlighten the heart of man, to make level before him all the
ways of righteousness and of truth, and to instil in his heart reverence for the precepts of God, a
spirit of modesty, patience, abundant compassion, eternal goodness, insight, understanding, strong
wisdom which trust in all the deeds of God and relies on the abundance of his kindness, a spirit of
knowledge with regard to every plan of action, zeal for the precepts of righteousness, a holy pur-
pose with a constant mind, abundant kindness towards all the sons of truth, a glorious purity
which loathes all the impure idols, circumspection linked to discernment in all things, and con-
cealment of the truth of the mysteries of knowledge. These are the counsels of the spirit (sc. of
truth) for the sons of truth in the world. 
…
9 To the spirit of injustice belong greed, slackness in the service of righteousness, wickedness and
falsehood, pride and haughtiness, lying and deceit, cruelty and great hypocrisy, impatience and
abundant folly, zeal for insolence, abominable deeds committed in a spirit of lust, impure ways in
the service of uncleanness, a blaspheming tongue, blind eyes, a deaf ear, a stiff neck, a stubborn
heart causing a man to walk in all the ways of darkness, and an evil cunning. 
 
This famous section, sometimes referred to as “the ways of the two spirits,” lists the ways or actions
of both spirits, of truth and injustice, as well as (not printed above) the reward and punishment for
those who walk in these. Fragmentary evidence from other manuscripts indicates that there were
variant forms of or readings in this section.30 On the spirits of truth and injustice see the preceding
quotation, of 1QS 3:18-26. Of some possible interest is that a few of the ways or actions, which
might also be called virtues and vices, themselves use the term “spirit,” namely “spirit of modesty,”
“spirit of knowledge,” and “spirit of lust.” This might be a redundant reference to disposition, just as
several of the other phrases are elsewhere also constructed with “spirit,” such as “spirit of zeal,”
“spirit of a stiff neck.” Likewise, the variant edition of 1Q29a seems to refer to a “spirit of folly” (חור
תלוא) as a variant of 1QS “abundant folly” ( בור תלוא ). 
30Eibert Tigchelaar, “‘These are the names of the spirits of …’: A Preliminary Edition of 4QCatalogue of Spirits (4Q230)
and New Manuscript Evidence for the Two Spirits Treatise (4Q257 and 1Q29a),” RevQ 21/84 (2004): 529-47. 
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It might, however, also be wondered to what extent these dispositions, sometimes referred
to as “spirit of,” might be identified or associated with the so-called “spirits of truth” resp. “spirits of
the lot of Belial” from other texts. 
3.1.4. 1QS 4:20-22 (Two Spirits Treatise)
זאו ררבי לא ותמאב לוכ ישעמ רבג 
קקזו ול ינבמ שיא םתהל לוכ חור הלוע ימכתמ ורשב 
ורהטלו חורב שדוק לוכמ תולילע העשר 
זיו וילע חור תמא ימכ הדנ לוכמ תובעות רקש ללוגתהו חורב הדנ 
ןיבהל םירשי תעדב ןוילע תמכחו ינב םימש ליכשהל ימימת ךרד 
Then God will purify by his truth all deeds of man
and will refine for himself the frame of man, purging any spirit of injustice from the inner parts of
his flesh, 
and purifying him by a spirit of holiness from every wicked action. 
He will sprinkle upon him a spirit of truth like waters to purify all the abominations of falsehood
(in which) he has defiled himself through a spirit of impurity, 
so that the upright may have understanding in the knowledge of the Most High and the perfect
way of insight into the wisdom of the sons of heaven. 
The quoted section,31 beginning with “then,” describes God’s eschatological actions after the period
of judgment in terms of purification. Grammatically, there are ambiguities which affect our under-
standing. Does God refine for himself “some from the sons of men” (mibbənē ʾīš), suggesting purifi-
cation of an elect group, the upright? Or does he refine for himself the “frame” or “structure of
man” (mibnē ʾīš), emphasizing physical purification, as also may be indicated by the removing of
every spirit of injustice from the inner parts of his flesh? Except for a few phrases at the beginning
and very end, the Two Spirits Treatise does not use the definite article, which makes it difficult to
determine whether we should translate “a” or “the” spirit of injustice, holiness, truth, and impurity. 
Conceptually problematic has been the tension in the Two Spirits Treatise between “the
spirits of truth and evil” as two opposing cosmic, ethical, or psychological principles, and the “spir-
it of truth” as a means of purification. At the same time, one should ask whether “spirit of holiness,”
and “spirit of truth” are two largely synonymous terms, or whether they reflect to different notions.
Frey emphasizes the primordial character of the “spirit of truth” in the Two Spirits Treatise, whereas
the “spirit of holiness” is introduced only at the end, in the description of eschatological
purification. 
The context of this eschatological purification in the Treatise is different from the purifica-
tion referred to in the covenant ceremony description of 1QS 3. Yet, the two texts share the asso-
31Cf. also the recent discussions of Menahem Kister, “Body and Sin: Romans and Colossians in Light of Qumranic and
Rabbinic Texts,” in The Dead Sea Scrolls and Pauline Literature (ed. Jean-Sébastien Rey; Leiden: Brill, 2014), 171–207, esp.
174–76, and Jörg Frey, “Paul’s View of the Spirit in the Light of Qumran,” in ibid., 238-60, esp. 250-52.  
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caition between “purification” and “holy spirit,” also refer to other “spirits” involved in the purifica-
tion process, and by and large adopt and transform the priestly terms of purification. The
closeness of the two texts might indeed be attributed to the editors of the two parts of the Rule of
the Community. Both sections, but more clearly so 1QS 4:20-22, also take up the language of Ezek
36:25-27 (see below). 
The structure of this text is complex: it juxtaposes “spirit of holiness” and “spirit of truth” in
two parallel stichs, but also opposes “spirit of injustice” to “spirit of truth,” and “spirit of holiness” to
“spirit of impurity.” In a different way, 1QS 3:6-9 also juxtaposes “holy spirit” to other spirits, namely
to “spirit of true counsel” and “spirit of uprightness and modesty.”32 In both cases the literary struc-
ture of the sections suggests that the mentioned spirits have a similar nature, regardless of the fact
that “spirit of holiness” is often connected to God. 
In both passages, the authors’ choice for “holy spirit” is likely to have been prompted by the
context of atonement of sins and purification from impurity. “Holy spirit” is not just a fixed prhase
referring to God’s spirit, but in studies of the term in the scrolls, one actually would need to study
the conceptualization of “holiness.” 
3.1.5. 1QS 4:23 
דע הנה ובירי יחור תמא לועו בבלב רבג
Until now the spirits of truth and injustice struggle in the hearts of men.
This is one of the important passages from the Two Spirits Treatise which raise the questions about
the conceptualisation or classification of the spirits. Because of the masculine gender (cf. ובירי)
Sekki regarded these spirits of truth and injustice not as good and evil dispositions in men, but as
angelic and demonic beings, which are not to be identified with the prince of light and the angel
of darkness, but with “a plurality of good and evil angelic beings.”33 For this interpretation, one
might refer to the Songs of the Sage which refer to spirits which wage wars in the inner parts of the
felsh and in the body of the hymnist (4Q511 48-49+51 2-4). But then, one would also want to inter-
pret the “spirit of injustice” of 1QS 4:20 (see above) which is to be purged from the inner part of the
flesh as a demon. Instead, rather than pigeonholing references in rigid (ontological) categories,
one should consider other possibilities, such as a different conceptualization of spirit as both an-
gelic or demonic being and human disposition, or the use of metaphor. 
3.1.6. 1QS 8:15-16
תושעל לוככ הלגנה תע תעב רשאכו ולג םיאיבנה חורב ושדוק
that they should act in accordance with all that has been revealed from time to time, and in accor-
dance with what the prophets revealed by his holy spirit
32But note the textual variant mentioned earlier in 4Q255 which refers to “his holiness.” 
33Sekki, 210-11. 
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The conceptual connection between prophets or prophecy and God’s spirit is well attested in the
Hebrew Bible, and a few times referenced in the Dead Sea scrolls. See CD 2:12-13 “he taught them
through those anointed with his holy spirit and those who see the truth”; 4QDe (4Q270) 2 ii 14
“against those anointed with the holy spirit” (compare 4Q287 10 13); 4Q381 69 4 “to you were given
by his spirit prophets to instruct and to teach you.” See also David’s Compositions (11Q5 27) which
states that the Lord gave David a discerning and enlightened spirit, so that he could write psalms
and songs, all of which he composed through prophecy given to him by the Most High. This is
probably based on 2 Sam 23:2 “The spirit of the Lord speaks through me, his word is on my tongue.”
3.1.7. 1QS 9:3-4
תויהב הלא לארשיב לוככ םינוכתה הלאה 
דוסיל חור שדוק תמאל םלוע 
רפכל לע תמשא עשפ לעמו תאטח 
ןוצרלו ץראל רשבמ תולוע יבלחמו חבז
When these come into existence in Israel in accordance with all these rules, 
to establish a/the spirit of holiness in eternal truth,
to make atonement for the guilt of transgression and the unfaithfulness of sin, 
and that the land may be accepted without the flesh of burnt-offerings and without the fat 
of sacrifices - 
The “when” introduction, apparently referring to the period of emergence of those who will found
the community, is taken up again in line 6: “at that time, the men of the community shall separate
themselves as a holy house for Aaron, that they may be united as a holy of holies, and as a house of
community for Israel, for those who walk in perfection.” But how does the “spirit of holiness” fit in
the section? One option (as presented in the layout and presentation above) is that it is the first of
a series of aims of those who will found the community. We may then paraphrase “to establish a
spirit of holiness” by “to bring about a new disposition.” The presence of a holy spirit is requisite for
atonement. The other option, suggested in Knibb’s translation “in accordance with all these rules
as a foundation of the spirit of holiness in eternal truth,” regards “the foundation (i.e., establish-
ment) of the spirit of holiness” as a reference to the community itself, which then is to make
expiation. 
3.2. Rule of the Blessings (1QSb = 1Q28b)
3.2.1. 1QSb (1Q28b) 2:24
הכנוחי חורב שדוק סחו]ד
May he favour you with a holy spirit and kind[ness
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The quoted phrase is part of the blessing of the high priest, which several times elaborates on “may
he favour you” (cf. Num 6:25). For the collocation “favour someone with a spirit” see below 1QHa
6:36. Both here and in 1QHa 8:26-27 the favouring with a spirit is connected with kindness (דסח). 
3.2.2. 1QSb 5:25-26 
ןתי ]הכל חור צע[ה תרובגו םלוע חור תעד תאריו לא היהו קדצ רוזא] הכינתומ נומאו[ה רוזא הכיצלח
He will give [you a spirit of counse]l and eternal might, a spirit of knowledge and the fear of God (cf.
Isa 11:2b). And righteousness shall be the belt [around your waist, and faithfulne]ss the belt around
your loins (cf. Isa 11:5). 
The quoted phrase is part of the blessing of the Prince of the Congregation (1QSb 5:20 till end),
who in several Dead Sea scrolls is described in terms of Isa 11. Note that except for the quotation of
the entire verse Isa 11:2 in 4Q161, all other texts avoid the phrase חורהמכח , “spirit of wisdom,” in ac-
cordance with the semantic shift of המכח, “wisdom,” in most texts of the Dead Sea scrolls scollec-
tion. See below for a survey of the use of Isa 11 
3.2.3. 1QSb 1:1-2 
ירבדכרב]ה[ליכשמלךרבלתאארי]ילאישוע[ונוצרירמושויתווצמיקזחמו̊בב]יר[̊תושדוקםיכלוהוםימת
]לוכב יכרד מא[ות
Words of blessing for the instructor, to bless those who fear [God, do] his will, keep his command-
ments, and hold fast to his holy c[ovenan]t, and walk perfectly [in all the ways of] his [tru]th. 
Barry Smith proposed to read “who are strenghtened by his s[pirit] of holiness,” rather than “(who)
hold fast to his holy c[ovenan]t.”34 However, this is palaeographically, semantically, and grammati-
cally very problematic.35 
3.3. Hodayot (Thanksgiving Hymns) (1QHa and 4QH manuscripts)36
34Barry D. Smith, “The Spirit of Holiness as Eschatological Principle of Obedience in Second-Temple Judaism,” in
Christian Beginnings and the Dead Sea Scrolls (ed. Craig Evans and John Collins; Grand Rapids: Baker, 2006), 75-99,
wants to read יקזחמ̊רב]חו[ושדוק , “who are strengthened by his s[pirit] of holiness.” However, both paleographically
and grammatically this is very problematic. 
35Palaeographically: there is a trace before ושדוק, which is compatible with the base of taw. Semantically: there is not
example where the spirit strengthens. 1QHa 8:25 קזחתהלחורבךשדוק , “strengthening oneself through your holy spirit,”
should not be understood passively, “to be strengthened through your holy spirit,” since all the verbs in the clause
express the actions of the hymnist. Grammatically and orthographically, יקזחמ is most likely to be a piel, rather than a
passive pual or hofal which are not attested in Classical Hebrew, and would have been written with waw as mater
lectionis by this scribe. 
36Text and translations of the Hodayot are taken, sometimes with minor changes, from Hartmut Stegemann and Eileen
Schuller, and translation by Carol A. Newsom, 1QHodayota with Incorporation of 1QHodayotb and 4QHodayota-f (DJD 40;
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Within the entire collection of Dead Sea scrolls, the Hodayot contains most references to a holy
spirit (with one exception always: “your holy spirit”). In addition, the composition also uses other
spirit collocations (“spirit of understanding,” “your compassionate spirit”), as well as multiple other
references to the hymnist’s spirit.37 Throughout the following presented sections, some of the asso-
ciations are repeated, for example that God has sprinkled his holy spirit upon, or given his spirit in
the hymnist, which strengthens the hymnist, or gives him knowledge. Though some of the latter
connotations also appear in other texts, they need not be specifically connected to a concept of
holy spirit, but rather with God’s relationship to the hymnist. 
3.3.1. 1QHa 4:29-37
]ךורב התא לא ימחרה[ם תוחורמ רשא התתנ יב
האצמאו הנעמ ןושל רפסל ךיתוקדצ ךוראו םיפא […] ישעמו ןימי ךזוע
תודוהלו לע יעשפ םינושאר הלו]פנת[ל ןנחתהלו לע…] 
[ישעמ תיוענו יבבל יכ הדנב יתללוגתה 
דוסמו מר]ה י[יתאצ אלו יתיולנ […] 
יכ ךל התא הקדצה ךמשלו הכרבה לועל]ם[ … ךתקדצכ הדפו[…] ומת םיעשר 
ינאו יתוניבוה יכ תא רשא התרחב ה]התוניכ [וכרד לכשבו …] ת[והכשח אוטחמ ךל 
 לו◦◦ב ול ותונע ךירוסיב סנבו]ךייו קזח[הת ובל […] 
ךדבע אוטחמ ךל לושכמו לוכב ירבד ךנוצר 
קזח נתמ]וי ומעל[ד לע תוחור …] הלו[ךלהת לוכב רשא התבהא סואמלו לוכב רשא התאנש ]תושעלו [בוטה
ךיניעב …] 
ממ[םתלש ומכתב יכ חור רשב ךדבע
[Blessed are you, O God of compassio]n, on account of the spirits that you have given me.
I will find a proper response, reciting your righteous acts and (your) patience […] and the deeds of
your strong right hand, 
and confessing the transgressions of (my) previous (deeds), and prostrating myself, and begging
for mercy […]
my deeds and the perversity of my heart, because I have wallowed in impurity. 
But from the council of worms I have departed, and I have not joined myself to […].
For to you yourself belongs righteousness and to your name belongs blessing for ever […] accord-
ing to your righteousness, and ransom […] … (the) wicked. 
As for me, I understand that (for) the one whom you have chosen you determine his way, and
through insight […] you draw him back from sinning against you. 
Oxford: Clarendon, 2010). This new edition has a new, authoritative, numbering of columns and lines that is different
from the old one by Sukenik. For an easy access edition, see Eileen M. Schuller and Carol A. Newsom, The Hodayot
(Thanksgiving Psalms): A Study Edition of 1QHa (Atlanta: SBL, 2012).  
37For a study of spirit in the Hodayot, see Carol A. Newsom, “Flesh, Spirit, and the Indigenous Psychology of the
Hodayot,” in Prayer and Poetry in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related Literature: Essays in Honor of Eileen Schuller on the
Occasion of Her 65th Birthday (Leiden: Brill, 2012), 339-54. 
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And in order to … him his humility through your disciplines, and through your tests you have
strengthened his heart […]
your servant from sinning against you and from stumbling in all the matters of your will. 
Strengthen his loins that he may stand against spirits, […] and that he may walk in everything that
you love and despise everything that you hate, and do what is good in your eyes […]
their dominion in his inner parts; for your servant is a spirit of flesh. 
This long quotation is the entire (but damaged) third section of a large psalm, which, according to
Schuller’s analysis, began close to the beginning of col. 4, and concluded with 4:40. The section
should be read in the context of the entire psalm, the common topic of which is the spirit. The first
and badly preserved section, in lines 12-20 (not presented above), refers either to a grammatically
feminine figure which without justification affects and strikes by means of various spirits, or per-
haps to spirits conceived of as grammatically feminine. For example, 4:19, “acting deceitfully with
[… u]nlawfully by means of a spirit of.” At least some of the phrases refer to physical affliction or
diseases, such as “with afflictions of the fl[esh.” The broken text is ambiguous as to whether the
spirits related to iniquities in 4:12-19 should be conceptualized as demons which afflict them, or
whether these spirits are bad dispositions prompting sin and subsequent physical sufferings. The
second section (4:21-28) praises God for deliverance, because of the removing of iniquities and
trangressions. 
The third section, quoted above, praises God for spirits that he has given to, or rather,
placed in, the hymnist, and prays to God to strengthen him against spirits. Whereas the Hodayot
generally refers to a singular spirit given to the hymnist, the plural spirits may be opposed here to
the different spirits mentioned in the first section, and at the end of this sections. The spirits given
by God enable the hymnist to speak the right words to God, to praise God for his deeds, and to
confess his own former transgressions. In other places in the Hodayot, references to the spirit(s)
which God has placed in the hymnist are associated with knowledge, and similar phrases some-
times replace “spirit you have place in me” by “your insight.”38 At the same time, the section still ac-
knowledges the dominion that evil spirits have over the inner parts of the hymnist. In the final
clause of the third section acknowledges that he is a spirit of flesh, as an explanation for his being
subject to the dominion of evil spirits, and his need for strength. 
This psalm as a whole, and this section in particular, shows a series of themes that are also
found in other texts. Repeatedly in the Hodayot the hymnist thanks God for placing a spirit in him,
and virtually each time this is followed by a description of the enablement by the spirit. The plu-
rality of both positive and negative spirits might be compared to the Two Spirits Treatise’s listing of
virtues and vices, some of which are explicitly called “spirit.” At the same time, the evil spirits here
might be compared to the so-called Catalogue of Spirits (4Q230) which includes a “spirit of inso-
38Newsom renders the phrase חוררשאהתתניב differently: twice “the spirit that you have given me,” and twice “the
spirit that you have placed in me.” For the collocation ןתנחורב , cf. Ezek 37:6. Compare this phrase ינאויתעדיחורברשא
יתתניב with the phrase ינאויתעדיב/ךתניבמ , “And I know by means of your knowledge” (1QHa 6:23; 7:25; cf. also 9:23
and 1QM 10:16). 
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lence,” a “spirit of contempt,” and a “wicked fist.” The localization of evil (spirits) in the inner parts
(already seen above in 1QS 4:20-22),39 as well as the “dominion” of evil spirits are attested in the Ho-
dayot and other texts. The same holds true for the unique phrase “spirit of flesh,” which is used only
in the Hodayot and in Instruction. It is often taken to refer to the sinfulness of human beings, but it
rather refers to its lack of knowledge and susceptibility to sin. 
3.3.2. 1QHa 4:38
]ךורב התא לא ןוילע רשא[ התופינה חור ךשדוק לע ךדבע ]תו[רהט מ[        ]ת ובל
[Blessed are you, God Most High, that] you have sprinkled your holy spirit upon your servant [and
you] have purified from […]40 his heart
This is the initial blessing of the short fourth and final section of the same psalm. Commonly the
collocation ףינה with חורךשדוק is interpreted and translated as “spread your holy spirit,” deriving
it from the root ףונ I, “to swing,” “move to and fro,” and in cultic text use for the “wave-offering.”
However, since spirit is often connected with liquid metaphors, it is likely that it should be
connected with ףונ II, “to spray,” “to sprinkle,” or perhaps even “to shower,” as in Ps 68:10 and Prov
7:17.41 In the third and fourth section of the psalm, we therefore see two juxtaposed concepts: the
placement of spirit(s) within a person, and the sprinkling of God’s holy spirit upon a person. Inter-
estingly, the latter is placed, as in 1QS 3:7, side by side to purification so that it seems that “purifica-
tion” is the effect of the spirit. 
3.3.3. 1QHa 5:30-33, 35-36
יזרבו הכלכש התגלפ לוכ הלא עידוהל ךדובכ 
]יכ המ ה[אי חור רשב ןיבהל לוכב הלא ליכשהלו סב[ … ]לודג
המו דולי השא לוכב] ג[ד]ו[ל]י[ך םיארונה 
אוהו הנבמ רפע לבגמו םימ א]המש טחו[הא ודוס תורע ןולק מו]רוק נה[הד חורו הוענ הלשמ וב
ינאו ךדבע יתעדי חורב רשא התתנ יב[      ] קדצו לוכ ךישעמ
39Cf. also, e.g., 4Q428 10:7-8 // 1QHa 16 1-2 חורוהוענאולב[תעדהתאכהימכתמובכו]דבל , “an erring spirit without[
knowledge you expelled from my innermost being , and hardne[ss of heart.” The restoration is based on 9:24-25 חור
העותההיענוולבהניב , “a spirit of error and a perverted being, without understanding,” but we cannot be sure that here
actually a “spirit” is expelled. See 4Q511 28-29 4 (הלוע, injustice), 4Q511 48-49+41 2-4. 
40Schuller, DJD 40, 72 discusses possible reconstructions of the lacuna. E.g., “from all (his) guilty transgressions.” 
41See the dictionaries, e.g., HALOT 682b, or Wolf Leslau, Comparative Dictionary of Geʿez (Classical Ethiopic)
(Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1987), 388a, nafnafa I. The use of the root in relation to liquids is clear, but it is not clear
whether these are actually two different Semitic roots. Andrea Ravasco, “ףונ I nwp,” in ThWQ 2:916-19, at 918 does refer
to Prov 7:17, but maintains the translation “spread” (“ausbreiten”). Newsom, “Flesh, Spirit, and the Indigenous
Psychology,” 349, chooses the meaning “sprinkle,” even though she translated “spread” in the translation to the edition. 
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In the mysteries of your understanding you apportioned all these in order to make known your
glory. 
[But how is] a spirit of flesh to understand these things and to discern […] great?
What is one born of woman among all your great fearful acts? 
He is a thing constructed of dust and kneaded with water. Sinful guilt is his foundation, obscene
shame, and a source of impurity. And a perverted spirit rules him. 
And I, your servant, know by means of the spirit that you have given me [ ] and all your deeds are
righteousness
This small section, taken from a larger psalm (according to Schuller either 5:12-6:33, or 5:12-6:18) for
an Instructor (ליכשמל) presents themes which are more broadly attested in the Hodayot. The text
thematizes that man as a created being, a “spirit of flesh,” is impure and sinful, and that a perverted
spirit rules him. The phrase “perverted spirit” is typical to the Hodayot, and probably refers to the
human disposition to sin. Here, again, one finds the notion of spirits “ruling” or having dominion.
Interestingly, this notion is used both with respect to demonic or angelic figures, and with respect
to inclinations. However, the psalm does not primarily deal with sin, but with God’s eternal plans,
his creation, and his revelation of “the ways of truth and the works of evil, wisdom and folly”
(5:20). Man, as a spirit of flesh, cannot understand these, not discern the rules of creation, but the
hymnist acknowledges that it is because of the spirit which God placed in him, that he has gained
knowledge. 
3.3.4. 1QHa 6:23-24
ינאו יתעדי ךתניבמ יכ הכנוצרב אב]י[ש ברה]התי ותלחנ[ חורב ךשדוק
ןכו ונשיגה ךתניבל
And as for me, I know from the understanding that comes from you that through your goodwill to-
ward a person you multi[ply his portion] in your holy spirit. 
Thus you draw him nearer to your understanding. 
These lines might belong to the conclusion of the previous psalm, or to a short psalm of its own
(6:19-33), which starts with “Blessed are you, o Lord, who places understanding in the heart of your
servant, so that he may have insight into all these things” (6:19-20). The partial reconstruction in
the quoted phrase (6:23-24) is based on the parallel in 8:21 (see below). The cotext of the clause is
dualistic (the lots are drawn for persons between good and evil), but the text mainly dwells on the
fate of those whom God has drawn to him, and the degrees of one’s knowledge and portion. The
concept of having a portion in God’s holy spirit is unique, but probably is related to the idea of the
Rule of the Community that there can be increase or decrease of one’s spiritual life. Also the refer-
ences to an oath pledged by the hymnist (6:28) and to the being brought into the community of all
the counsel, suggest a correspondence to the Rule of the Community. From that perspective the lot
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in God’s holy spirit might correspond to one’s “understanding and deeds” (1QS 5:21, 23), or one’s
“understanding and perfect behaviour” (1QS 5:24). However, one can also refer to 1QS 4:24 “accord-
ing to a man’s portion in truth and in righteousness, so he hates injustice,” which connects closely
to the clause in 1QHa 6:24-25, “and according to his closeness, so is his zeal against al evildoers and
people of deceit.” All in all, “God’s holy spirit” is here associated with insight and corresponding
behaviour. 
3.3.5. 1QHa 6:36-37
ינאו ךדבע ינתונח חורב העד ל]רוחב אב[תמ] דצו[ק בעתלו לוכ ךרד הלוע
As for me, your servant, you have favoured me with the spirit of knowledge, to [choose tr]uth [and
righteous]ness and to abor every unjust way. 
A “spirit of knowledge,” included in the list of spirits in Isa 11:2, is found a few times in the scrolls
(1QS 4:4; 1QSb 5:25; 4Q161 8-10 12; 4Q444 1-4 i+5 3; 6Q18 5 3). The collocation ןנח with suffix and חור,
“to favour someone with a spirit” is attested repeatedly (1QSb 2:24; 1QHa 8:27; 4Q504 4 5; 11Q5 19:14).
For the quoted Hodayot phrase, see also 1QS 4:24 “according to a man’s portion in truth and in
righteousness, so he hates injustice.” 
3.3.6. 1QHa 8:18, 20-32
רו[חו הוענ לשמ]ה[ רציב רפע[… ] 
חורב וק]ד[ךש ]רשא תתנ[ה יב ◦◦◦◦ ◦◦[      ]◦◦ 
אלו לכוי א]שונ שקבל [חור דוק]ש[ך ◦◦[      ]אולמ םימשה ץראהו      ] כ[ךדוב אולמ לוכ ]לבת [
העדאויכנוצרב]ך[שיאבהתיברהותלחנתוקדצב]ךי[◦◦רךתמאלוכב[ ]רמשמוקדצלעךרבד
רשא התדקפה וב ןפ הגשי] ךיתווצממ לו[יתלב לושכ לוכב עמ]ויש 
יכ[יתעדבלוכבהלאהאצמאהנעמןושללפנתהלתהלו]נח[ן]דימת[לעיעשפשקבלוחורניב]ה[קזחתהלו
חורב ךשדוק קובדלו תמאב ךתירב ךדבועלו תמאב בלו םלש בוהאלו תא רבד פ]ךי[
ךורב התא ינודא לודג הצעה ברו היללילעה רשא ךישעמ לוכה 
הנה התלאוה תושעל יב ר]בו [דסח יננוחתו חורב ךימחר רובעבו ךדובכ
ךל התא הקדצה יכ התא התישע תא לוכ הלא 
יתעדבו יכ התא התמשר חור קידצ ינאו יתרחב רבהל יפכ וצרכ]נ[ך
שפנו ךדבע הבעת לוכ השעמ הלוע
העדאויכאלקדצישיאךידעלבמהלחאוךינפחורברשאהתתניבםילשהלךידסחםעךדבעל]וע[םל
ינרהטלחורבךשדוקינשיגהלוךנוצרבלודגכךידסח]א[רשהתישעידמעלו]ה[מע]דיימעפב[לוכדמעמ
וצר]ךנ [רשא חב]ר[הת ךיבהואל ירמושלו יתווצמ]ך בציתהל [ךינפל םלועל 
… and a perverted spirit has ruled over a creature of dust [ …]
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… by means of your holy spirit which you [placed] in me …42
And hu[mankind] is not able [to search out] your holy spirit [ ] the fullness of the heavens and the
earth [   ] your glory, the fullness of all [the world]. 
And I know that by your goodwill toward a person you have multiplied his portion in your right-
eous deeds [ ] your truth in all [ ] and a righteous guard over your word that you have entrusted
to him lest he stray [from your commandments and so as n]ot to stumble in any of his deeds. 
[For] through my knowledge of all these things I will find the proper response, falling prostrate
and be[gging for mer]cy [continuously] on account of my transgression, and seeking a spirit of un-
derstanding, and strengthening myself through your holy spirit, and clinging to the truth of your
covenant, and serving you in truth and with a perfect heart, and loving the word of your mouth. 
Blessed are you, O Lord, great in counsel and mighty in deed, because all things are your works. 
Now you have determined to do me great kindness, and you have favoured me with your compas-
sionate spirit and for the sake of your glory. 
Righteousness belongs to you alone, for you have done all these things. 
Because I know that you have recorded the spirit of the righteous, I myself have chosen to cleanse
my hands according to your will. 
The soul of your servant abhors every malicious deed. 
I know that no one can be righteous apart from you, and so I entreat you with the spirit that you
have placed in me that you make your kindness to your servant complete forever, purifying me by
your holy spirit and drawing me nearer through your goodwill, according to your great kindness
which you have showed to me and causing my feet to stand in the whole station of your good
favour, which you have chosen for those who love you and for those who keep your command-
ments that they may take their stand before you forever. 
This long section from a psalm for an Instructor (7:21-8:41) is unique in referring to God’s (“your”)
“holy spirit” four different times, and, in addition to a “spirit of understanding,” God’s “compassion-
ate spirit,” and generally “the spirit that you gave to me.” The passage has many themes and phrases
in common with both the first section given above, 1QHa 4:29-37, and other Hodayot passages.
Where in 1QHa 4:29 it is because of the spirits placed in the hymnist, and in 8:24 due to the knowl-
edge of all these things, that the hymnist can find a proper response, which is specified in both
texts in terms of prostration, begging for mercy, and confession. It is due to the goodwill and the
agency of God that a human being can turn to God, on account of which God then may draw the
person nearer. 
In this section, God’s holy spirit might be contrasted to the perverted spirit from the begin-
ning of the quotation. As in earlier passages seen above, God’s holy spirit is juxtaposed to the
purification of the heart. Yet, at the same time, God’s “holy spirit” is mentioned both here and else-
where side by side to other terms, like “your goodwill,” “your kindness,” or “truth of your covenant,”
42At the beginning of this passage, the editor reconstructed “your holy spirit which your [placed] in me,” clearly
influenced by various other references to a spirit which God “gave to” or “placed in” ( ןתנב ) a person, but Newsom,
“Flesh, Spirit, an the Indigenous Psychology,” 349, notes that nowhere else this collocation is used with “holy spirit.” 
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which cautions us not to single out a specific term as the expression par excellence of God’s deal-
ing with the hymnist. Compare, for example, 1QHa 6:24 (quoted above), “through your goodwill to-
ward a person you multi[ply his portion] in your holy spirit. Thus you draw him nearer to your un-
derstanding,” with 8:30 (quoted in this lemma), “purifying me by your holy spirit and drawing me
nearer through your goodwill.”
3.3.7. 1QHa 12:31-34
ינאו יתעדי יכ אול שונאל הקדצ אולו ןבל םדא םות ךרד 
לאל ןוילע לוכ ישעמ הקדצ
ךרדושונאאולןוכתיכםאחורברצילאולםתהלךרדינבלםדאןעמלועדילוכוישעמחוכבותרובגבורו
וימחר לע לוכ ינב ונוצר
But as for me, I know that righteousness does not belong to humankind nor perfection of way to a
mortal. 
To God Most High belong all the works of righteousness. 
The way of humanity is not established except by the spirit God has formed for it, in order to perfect
a way for mortal beings, so that they may know all his works43 through his mighty strength and his
abundant compassion toward all the children of his good will. 
The second part of this passage “has been at the center of the debate over sectarian pneumatology
almost from the beginning of Qumranian studies.”44 The text either has been understood in terms
of Ezek 36:26 (“a new spirit I will put within you”), namely as an eschatological granting of a new
disposition to God’s people, or as the spirit of man given at creation (e.g., Zech 12:1). Or, on the ba-
sis of 1QS 3:6-9 one has thought that the granting of a new spirit to individuals happened at the en-
tering to the community. Rather than searching for a specific pneumatology, the text should be
read together with Jer 10:23-24 (“I know, O Lord, that the way of a person does not belong to him-
self, nor does it belong to a man when he walks to direct their steps. Correct me, O Lord, but in just
measure; not in your anger, or you will bring me to nothing), 1QS 11:10-11 (“For the way of a person
does not belong to himself, and humankind can not direct their steps. For justice belongs to God,
and from his hand is perfection of way”), and 1QHa 7:25-26 (“And as for me, I know, by the under-
standing that come from you, that it is not through the power of flesh that an individual [may per-
fect] his way, nor is a person able to direct his steps. And I know that in your hand is the inclina-
tion of every spirit, and all its activity you determined before you created it”). Jeremiah’s “way of a
person” and “directing one’s steps” is partially taken up in all three passages, but interpreted as
righteous behaviour and perfection of way. Newsom, who only compared Jer 10:23 with 1QHa
7:25-26, referred to the breaking up of the Jeremiah passage and its being interspersed with several
43Newsom improved on her previous translation in The Self as Symbolic Space, 315, where she read “so that all his
creatures may know his mighty strength.” 
44Sekki, The Meaning of Ruaḥ at Qumran, 124. 
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phrases.45 This, however, also happens in the two other phrases, which also resemble each other in
the non-Jeremianic phrases. In that sense, the two different passages of the Hodayot, referring to
“the inclination of every spirit” ( רצילוכחור ) and “the spirit God formed for it” ( חוררצילאול ), with
its two different uses of רצי as noun and verb, complement one another: the text emphasizes God
as creator of a human’s inclination. 
3.3.8. 1QHa 15:9-10
הכדוא ינודא יכ ינתכמס הכזועב 
חורו הכשדוק התופינה יב לב טומא
I thank you, O Lord, that you have sustained me by your strength, 
and that you have sprinkled your holy spirit upon me, so that I am not shaken. 
These are the opening words of a short new psalm (15:9-28), which is characterized by an inclusio
(15:10 “so that I am not shaken”; 15:28 “you set my feet on level ground”). Within the psalm, “your
holy spirit” is contrasted to חורתווה , “the spirit of destructions.” On one level, the psalm relates “de-
struction(s)” to the wars with the hymnist’s opponents. However, God has placed the hymnist “like
a mighty tower, like a high rampart” (cf. the identical phrases in the blessing of the Prince of the
Congregation in 1QSb 5:23-24). On another level, the “spirit of destructions” is characterized with
respect to language, just like in other hodayot the spirit that God granted the hymnist. In those ho-
dayot God’s spirit grants a “proper response”; in 15:14 the spirit of destructions has no speech, and
the children of guilt no proper response. 
3.3.9. 1QHa 16:12-14
התאו ]א[ל התכש דעב וירפ זרב ירובג חוכ תוחורו שדוק טהלו שא תכפהתמ 
לב י]אוב ז[ר ןיעמב םייח םעו יצע םלוע אל התשי ימ שדוק לב בבוני וירפ םע עטמ םיקחש
And you, O God, have hedged in its fruit by means of the mystery of strong warriors and spirits of
holiness, and the whirling flame of fire, 
so that no stranger might come to the fountain of life, nor with the eternal trees drink the water of
holiness, nor bear its fruit with the plantation of heaven. 
The psalm uses paradisiacal themes, with imagery and language from both Gen 2-3 and Ezek 28.
The quotation is exceptional within the Hodayot because of the use of “holy spirits,” in the plural.
Those holy spirits and strong warriors correspond to the cherubs of Gen 3, and also in other com-
positions angels or other divine beings might be called holy spirits. More in general, the use of the
same expressions in both singular and plural seems to entail more than only number, but also a se-
mantic difference. 
45Newsom, The Self As Symbolic Space, 213-15, at 214. 
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3.3.10. 1QHa 17:32
תמאבו ןוכנ ינתכמס חורבו הכשדוק ינעשעשת דעו םויה] א[הת ינלהנת
With sure truth you have supported me, and in your holy spirit you have made me rejoice, and until
this day you continue to guide me.
In this quotation תמאב, “with truth,” is used parallel to חורבשדוק , “with a spirit of holiness.” One
may compare 1QS 4:20-21 where God purifies both “by his truth” and “by his spirit of holiness.”
Though also other terms like “through his goodness,” etc. are used in similar parallelisms, there
seems to be a special use of תמא, “truth,” in the scrolls, which suggests it is not merely an abstract
concept, or a property of God, but also a separate entity. 
3.3.11. 1QHa 20:14-16
ינאו ליכשמ הכיתעדי ילא חורב רשא התתנ יב
הנמאנו יתעמש דוסל הכאלפ
חורב הכשדוק] פ[התחת יכותל תעד זרב הכלכש ןיעמו תרובג]הכ
And I, the Instructor, I know you, my God, by the spirit that you have placed in me. 
Faithfully have I heeded your wondrous secret counsel. 
By your holy spirit you have opened up knowledge within me through the mystery of your wisdom
and the fountainhead of your power. 
The phraseology of “placing a spirit within me” seems to be typical of the Instructor psalms.46 In
this quotation, the juxtaposition of “the spirit that you have placed in me” and “your holy spirit,”
and the connection of both with knowledge, suggests they are synonymous, though in other texts
this need not be the case. 
3.3.12. 1QHa 21:34 
]ינאו י[רצ רפעה יתעדי חורב רשא התתנ יב איכ]
[And as for me, a crea]ture of dust, I know by the spirit that you have placed in me. 
The phrase still belongs to the same psalm as the previous quote. 
3.3.13. 1QHa 23:29-30, 33
לעו רפע התופינה חור] הכשדוק… 
 …חור ק[הכשדו התופינה רפכל המשא
And over the dust you have sprinkled [your holy] spirit … 
46I thank this observation to Judith Newman (paper at the SBL 2013). 
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… your [h]oly [spirit] you have sprinkled in order to atone for guilt
This first quote, from a damaged section of the scroll, combines two metaphors. In the Hodayot in
general, and in the preceding 23:24-29 “dust” refers to the material from which mankind is made.
Hence “dust” is conceived as a physical being,47 often used as a self-reference of the hymnist. At the
same time, the image of sprinkling on dust suggests transformation. The second quote, a few lines
later, once again associates God’s holy spirit with atonement. 
3.4. War Scroll (1QM and 4QM manuscripts)
3.4.1. 1QM 13:9-12
התא ]לא ב[ונתור הכל םע םימלוע לרוגבו רוא ונתלפה הכתמאל
רשו רואמ זאמ התדקפ ונרזועל גבו]ולרו לוכ ינב דצ[ק לוכו יחור תמא ותלשממב
התאו התישע לעילב תחשל ךאלמ המטשמ 
שוחבו]ך לשממ[ות ותצעבו עישרהל םישאהלו
לוכו יחור ולרוג יכאלמ לבח יקוחב ךשוח וכלהתי וילאו] ושת[המתק דחי
And you, [O God,] purified us48 for yourself as an eternal people, and into the lot of light you cast
us for your truth. 
You appointed the Prince of Light from of old to assist us, for in [his] l[ot are all sons of49 right-
eous]ness and all spirits of truth are in his dominion. 
You yourself made Belial for the pit, the angel of malevolence, his [dominio]n is in darkne[ss] and
his counsel is to condemn and convict. 
All the spirits of his lot, the angels of destruction, walk in accord with the rule of darkness, for it is
their only [des]ire. 
The quoted section is part of a series of blessings of “the God of Israel and all his works of truth”
and curses of “Belial and all the spirits of his lot” (1QM 13:1-2). The genre, the dualistic terminology,
and even the specific phrasing are close to that of the Covenant Ceremony and the Two Spirits Trea-
tise in 1QS 1-4. Specific of the 1QM text is the explicit and systematic reference to other spirits or
angels who are subordinate to the two cosmic antagonistic figures of the Prince of Light and Belial.
The “spirits of truth” might be angels or spirits subservient to the Prince of Light, who in turn may
be the same as the the Angel of Truth of the Two Spirits Treatise. Alternatively, if one reads the
texts from a Zoroastrian perspective, the spirits of truth may be the virtues mentioned in 1QS 4:2-8.
47Newsom, “Flesh, Spirit, an the Indigenous Psychology,” 345. 
48Following the reading of Elisha Qimron, The Dead Sea Scrolls: The Hebrew Writings Volume One (Jerusalem: Ben-Zvi,
2010), 124. Earlier proposals were to reconstruct פ[התיד , “you have redeemed us,” or ב[ונתיר , “you have created us,” but
Qimron’s reading is superior. See also the parallel in 4Q495 2 1 ונתרב כל]ה .   
49Other reconstruction: “are the angels of.” Thus also Qimron. 
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Note that the asyndetic juxtaposition of “all the spirits of his lot, the angels of destruction”
might suggest identification, or at least a semantic overlap. 
3.5. Catena A // 4QMidrash on Eschatology
3.5.1. 4Q177 12+13 i+15 9-1450 
ב[לעיל המדיבאהל ונורחב רשא אול ריתוי ל     ]אול [חיני לעילבל
בא[םהר דע הרשע םיקידצ ריעב איכ חור תמא ה◦          ]יכ[א ןיא
[◦המ המהיחאו תבשחמב לעילב קזחיו הילע]ם ]...[        
[ךאלמ ותמא רוזעי לוכל ינב רוא דימ לעילב ]
םהידי[         ]רזפלו]ם [ץראב היצ הממשו איה תע תונפ בדמה]ר 
איכ ה[       ]רמת דודי צה]יד[ק דיו לא הלודגה המהמע םרזועל לוכמ יחור ]לעילב
B]elial,51 to destroy them in his anger, of whom he will not let remain [ he will not] give rest to
Belial
… Ab]raham, up to ten righteous ones in the city, because a spirit of truth … [               becau]se not [
… and their brothers through the plan of Belial, and he was stronger than th[ey
] his angel of truth will help all the sons of light from the hand of Belial [
their hands [       ] and to scatter [them] in a dry and desolate land. 
This is the time of the heading towards the wilder[ness
because [ ] … the righ[teou]s one will flee, but the mighty hand of God will be with them to help
them against all the spirits [of Belial ?
The language of this fragmented text is reminiscent of Two Spirits Treatise, as well as 1QM 13, even
up to shared phrases, such as “his angel of truth helping all the sons of light” (1QS 3:24-25). This
section, however, goes beyond those texts by associating the inhabitants of Sodom (of Gen 18-19)
with the “men of Belial” (esp. Judg 19 and Deut 13:14), and presenting an actualized exegesis. Unfor-
tunately, the brokenness of the text makes it hard to decide what the “spirit of truth” refers to in
this context.52 
3.6. Damascus Document (CD, 4Q266-4Q273)
3.6.1. CD 2:12-13
50Hebrew text from Annette Steudel, Die Texte aus Qumran II (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 2001),
210, with some corrections taken from on Elisha Qimron, The Dead Sea Scrolls: The Hebrew Writings Volume Two
(Jerusalem: Ben-Zvi, 2013), 294 who does not add frg. 15 but instead frg. 21. 
51If one adopts Qimron’s join of frg. 21, then read: “when Belial tries to destroy them” etc.  
52Cf. Eibert J. C. Tgchelaar, “Sodom and Gomorrah in the Dead Sea Scrolls.” Pages 47-62 in Sodom’s Sin. Genesis 18-19 and
its Interpretations (ed. Ed Noort and Eibert Tigchelaar; Leiden: Brill, 2004), 47-62, esp. 60-62 on this section, but
without any discussion of the “spirit of truth.”
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םעידויו דיב יחישמ חור ושדק יזוחו תמא
And he taught them through those anointed with his holy spirit and those who see the truth. 
The anointed with his holy spirit and seers of truth are probably prophets. See above, sub 1QS
8:15-16 on the connection between prophecy and God’s spirit. Interestingly, the Hebrew Bible
connection between anointment, spirit, and prophecy (1 Sam 16:13; Isa 61:1), has developed into a
metaphor and set phrase. The expression “anointed with the/his holy spirit” is also attested in
4Q270 2 ii 11-14 and 4Q287 10 13, and “anointed of the spirit” in 11Q13 (11QMelch) 2:18. 
3.6.2. CD 5:11-12
םגו תא חור םהישדק ואמט ןושלבו םיפודג וחתפ הפ לע יקוח תירב לא
Also they have defiled their holy spirit, and with a blaspheming tongue they have opened their
mouth against the statutes of God
Because of the plural םהישדק, Puech renders a plural “holinesses” (“esprit de saintetés”). This oc-
curs twice in CD (see also 7:4), as well as in the 1QIsaa version of Isa 63:10 ( חורוישדוק ). This quota-
tion preserves one of several cases in the scrolls which refers to the holy spirit of human beings. In
the three Damascus Document instances, the expression might be a reference to the self as a holy,
or alternatively, it may reflect a distinction between bodily and spiritual defilement. 
3.6.3. CD 7:3-4
לדבהלו לכמ תואמטה םטפשמכ
אלו ץקשי שיא תא חור וישדק רשאכ לידבה לא םהל
… to separate themselves from all kinds of uncleanness according to the rule about them, and for
each man not to make detestable his holy spirit according to the separation which God made for
them
Compare CD 7:3-4 אלוץקשישיאתאחורוישדק , “a man should not make detestable his holy spirit,”
with 12:11 לאץקשישיאתאושפנ , “a man should not make detestable his soul,” suggesting that both
cases refer to one’s self. 
3.6.4. 4QDe (4Q270) 2 ii 11-14
םתומשב אמטל תא חור ושדוק] 
וא עגוני עגנב תערצ וא בוז מט]הא    
וא [רשא הלגי תא זר ומע םיאוגל וא ללקי א]ת ומע 
וא רבדי [הרס לע יחישמ חור שדקה העותו ב]
…] by their names, thereby defiling his holy spirit […
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] or one afflicted by skin disease or an unclean flux […
or] one who reveals a secret of his people to the gentiles, or curses [his people, 
or preaches] sedition against those anointed with the holy spirit and error against [
Only one of the Cave 4 Damascus Document manuscripts preserves this broken list of transgres-
sions (of which a part is quoted above). One can only speculate about its meaning, because each
transgression is short, and part of the lines are broken. Line 11 might refer to swearing by the
names of foreign gods (cf. Josh 23:7), which then would result in the defilement of the trangressor’s
own holy spirit. “Those anointed with the holy spirit” are here likely also prophets and seers, as in
CD 2:12-13. For rebellion against seers see 4Q280 2 6-7 and parallels. 
3.6.5. Damascus Document on skin disease (as can be more or less reconstructed from 4Q266 i,
4Q269 7, 4Q272 1 i-ii, and 4Q273 4 ii)53
When the spirit comes and takes hold of the blood vessel, making the blood recede upwards and
downwards, and the blood vessel ( אובב חורה הזחאו דיגב בשו םדה הלעמל הטמלו דיגהו ) … 
The priest shall examine (him) on the seventh day,
and if the blood vessel is filled with blood and the spirit of life pulsates up and down ( הנהואלמ
דיגה םד חורו םייחה הלוע תדרויו ) and the flesh has grown, 
(then) the swelling?] is healed, [and hidden? is] the scab …
And the rule for the scall of the head or the beard [    ]
and the priest shall examine (him), and if the spirit has entered the head ( הנהוהאבחורהשארב ) or
the beard, taking hold of the blood vessel ( הזחואבדיגב ), and the fl[esh, which] is underneath the
hair, turning its appearance to fine yellowish … And the priest shall order that they shave the head,
but not the scall, in order that the priest may count the dead and live hair, and see whether any has
been added from the live to the dead during the seven days, in which case he is unclean, while if
none had been added from the live to the dead, and the blood vessel is filled with blood (דיגהו
אלמנםד ), and the spirit of life pulsates up and down in it ( חורוםייחההלועתדרויווב ), the malady is
healed. This is the rule of the law of ṣaraʿat (skin disease) for the sons of Aaron to separate the
ones [afflicted by ṣaraʿat]. 
This section on skin disease (ṣaraʿat) has been associated with other references to spirit, due to the
speculation that this scientific description of the going up of breath or wind in the blood vessels or
arteries might be related to the idea of (evil) spirits in the םימכת, which has been translated in this
text as “inner parts.”54 One should note, however, that the use of חורה, singular with article, in non-
construct position, always refers to “wind” or “breath,” as opposed to “spirit,” and that חורםייחה ,
“the spirit/breath of life,” is not associated elsewhere with the spirits that are in a human body. 
53The best text of this section available presently is that in Qimron, The Dead Sea Scrolls: The Hebrew Writings, Volume
One, 27-28. 
54Elisha Qimron, “Notes on the 4QZadokite Fragment on Skin Disease,” JJS 42 (1991): 256-59.
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3.7. 11QMelchizedek (11Q13)
3.7.1. 11Q13 2:18
רשבמהו וה]הא[ חישמ ורה]ח [רשאכ רמא נד]לאי וילע 
And “the messenger” is “the anointed of spirit,” of [whom] Dan[iel spoke: … (Dan 9:25?) 
3.8. Berakhot (Blessings) (4Q286-4Q290)55
3.8.1. 4Q287 2 4-556
[ המ יכאלמ שא יחורו ןנע                    ] וז[רה תמקור יחור שדוק דוק]םיש
] … angels of fire and spirits of cloud [ bri]ghtness of the brocaded57 spirits of the holiest
holi[ness 
The terminology, including the juxtaposition of angels and spirits, is reminiscent of that of the
Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice. See, e.g., 4Q403 1 ii 1 below.
3.8.2. 4Q287 10 13
[ה לע יחישמ חור דוק]וש
] on/against the anointed ones of [his] holy spirit [
If this fragment belonged to the curses section of the composition, it may have been part of a curse
against those who rebelled against the anointed ones. Cf. 4Q270 2 ii 14.
3.9. Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice (4Q400-407, 11Q17, Mas1K)58
The sections mentioned below, as well as the Berakhot one given above (4Q287 2 4-5), are generally
not included in lists of texts dealing with “holy spirit” or “spirit of holiness.” They are nonetheless
included because of the collocation of spirit and holiness. Some cases include “spirits of holiest
holiness,” but no less than four cases in the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice uses the singular “spirit of
holiest holiness,” which is remarkable since the composition has three times more often the plural
55Translations are from the edition of Bilhah Nitzan in Poetical and Liturgical Texts, Part 1 (DJD 11; Oxford: Clarendon,
1998). 
56In the same fragment, in lines 7 and 13 the editor reconstructs יחור שדוק[ םישדוק , resp. יחור[ הכשדוק . 
57The meaning of המקור is disputed. An alternative translation: “the mingled color(s) of”.  
58Translations, with some modifications, from the edition of Carol A. Newsom in Poetical and Liturgical Texts, Part 1
(DJD 11; Oxford: Clarendon, 1998).  Further referenced as Newsom, DJD 11. 
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“spirits” than the singular. However, also where the text uses the singular, it does not seem to single
out a specific spirit. 
The Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice uses multiple terms to refer to heavenly beings, most of-
ten םילא, “divine beings”; םיהלא, “godlike beings”; תוחור, “spirits”; and םיכאלמ, “angels.” Apart from
םילא and םיהלא which are regularly used in absolute form, these terms are generally qualified
(through a genitive construction) through other nouns.
3.9.1. 4Q403 1 i 44 // 4Q404 5 // 4Q405 6
יחור שדוק םישדוק םיהולא םייח יחור שדוק םימלוע לעממ] מ[לוכ ודק]םיש [    אלפ אלפנ דוה
The spirits59 of holiest holiness,60 living god-like beings, spirits of eternal holiness above all the hol[y
ones      ] wonder, marvelous in majesty.  
3.9.2. 4Q403 1 ii 1 
םותרוא תמקור חור שדוק ישדוק]ם
perfect light of a brocaded spirit of holiest holiness
3.9.3. 4Q403 1 ii 6-9
םתוניבמ וצורי א]ול[םיה יארמכ ילחג ]שא 
ךלהתמ ביבס תוחור שדוק םישדוק ◦ ]
שדוק ק]דו[םיש תוחור םיהולא יארמ וע]םימל  
תוחורו םיהולא ינדב תבהל שא הביבס ל]
from between them god-like beings run like the appearance of coals of [fire 
moving round about, spirits of holiest holiness [
of holiest holiness, divine spirits, an eternal vision [
and divine spirits, shapes of flaming fire round about it [
3.9.4. 4Q405 14-15 i 2 // 11Q17 4
[תומד אלפ חור דוק]ש[ םישדוק לטמ]
] wondrous likeness, a spirit of holiest holine[ss], …[
3.9.5. 4Q405 20 ii - 22 10
יארמכ שא תוחור שדוק םישדוק ביבס יארמ ולובש שא תומדב למשח
594Q404 5 1 reads the singular חור. 
60The same expression is also reconstructed elsewhere in the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice, e.g., 4Q405 19 2 יחורק]שדו
םישדוק, “[most hol]y spirits.”
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Like the appearance of fire are spirits of holiest holiness round about the appearance of streams of
fire like amber. 
This description (and its cotext) is clearly based on Ezek 1:27, and it seems that the Glory of God is
evoked through the description of the most holy spirits.61 Note also the close connection between
fire and the most holy spirits in the Shirot.   
3.9.6. 4Q405 23 ii 6-11 
[תוחור דק]יש םישדק [                  םהישדק
דמעמב םהיאלפ תוחור המקור ישעמכ גרוא יחותפ תורוצ רדה 
ךותבדובכיארמינשיעבצרואחורשדוקםישדקתוקזחמדמעמםשדוקינפל]מ[ךליחור
יעבצ ]רהוט[ ךותב יארמ רוח
תומדו חור דובכ ישעמכ םיריפוא יריאמ          ]וא[ר
לוכו םהיבשחמ חלוממ רהוט בשח ישעמכ גרוא
הלאישארישובלאלפתרשל[ ]ישארתוכלממתוכלממםישודקךלמלשדוקהלוכבימורמישדקמתוכלמ
ודובכ
spirits of ho[liest holiness … ] their holy places. 
In their wondrous stations are brocaded spirits, like woven work, engraved with figures of
splendour. 
In the midst of the glorious appearance of scarlet are (garments) dyed with the fire of a spirit of
holiest holiness,62 those who take their holy station before [ ] King, spirits [brightly] dyed in the
midst of the appearance of whiteness. 
Ant the likeness of this glorious spirit is like fine gold work, shedding [      lig]ht. 
And all their designs are brightly blended, an artistry like woven work. 
These are the chiefs of those wondrously arrayed for service [ ] the chiefs of the realm of the holy
ones of the King of holiness in all the heights of the sanctuaries of his glorious kingdom. 
3.9.7. 11Q17 9:5
רהוטה חורב דוק]ש םישדוק?
the purity, through a spirit of [holiest?] holi]ness 
3.10. 4QInstruction (4Q415-4Q418a, 4Q423, 1Q26)63
3.10.1. 4Q417 1 i 13-18 (Vision of Hagu or Vision of Meditation)
61See, more in detail, Newsom, DJD 11:352. 
62Newsom, DJD 11:362. But ibid., 333: “In the midst of the glorious appearance of scarlet, the colors of most holy
spiritual light”
63See now Matthew J. Goff, 4QInstruction (Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2013). 
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התאו ןיבמ שור הכתלעפ ןורכזב עה]ת יכ[ אב תורח קוחה קוקחו לוכ הדוקפה
יכ תורח קקוחמ לאל לע לוכ תונוע ינב תיש רפסו ןורכז בותכ וינפל ירמשל ורבד
האוהו ןוזח תוגהה רפסל ןורכז 
הליחניו שונאל םע םע חור איכ תינבתכ םישודק ורצי
דועו אול ןתנ יוגה חורל רשב 
יכ אל עדי ןיב] וט[ב ערל טפשמכ] ר[וחו
And you, understanding one, inherit your award in remembrance of the period for it comes. En-
graved is the statute and ordained is all the punishment, 
because engraved is that which is ordained by God against all the iniquities of the sons of Sheth.
The book of remembrance is written before him for those who keep his word—that is, the vision
of meditation of the book of remembrance. 
He bequeathed it to Adam (שונא) together with a spiritual people, because according to the like-
ness of the holy ones he fashioned him. 
But no more did he give what is meditated upon to the fleshly spirit 
for it did not distinguish between [go]od and evil according to the judgment of its [sp]irit.64
This is one of the most difficult and disputed sections of 4QInstruction, often referred to as the “Vi-
sion of Hagu,” which Matthew Goff argues is “intentionally enigmatic.”65 In the interpretation of
John Collins, which has further been elaborated upon by Goff, the text “posits two opposed types
of humankind, one associated with the spirit and the other with flesh, and grounds this dichotomy
in the language of Gen 1-3.”66 The term “spirit” clearly has here an epistemological connotation, and
the phrase “meditation of the book of remembrance” would refer to some kind of divintely re-
vealed knowledge. According to this interpretation, the “spiritual people signify the elect … and
the flehsly spirits represents the non-elect.”67 A different reading has been offered by myself, par-
tially following Cana Werman.68 
64Translation by Goff, 4QInstruction, 139.  
65Ibid., 156. 
66Ibid., 166. It should be noted that in this latest commentary on the Vision of Hagu, Goff comes much closer to the
position of Benjamin G. Wold, Women, Men and Angels: The Qumran Wisdom Document “Musar leMevin” and Its
Allusions to Genesis Creation Traditions (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2005), 129-49 who argued for an originally single
universal creation, as opposed to Collins and Goff ’s earlier position of a dual creation. See also Wold’s contribution on
שונא, in Theologisches Wörterbuch zu den Qumrantexten, 1:241-47, esp. 244-46. 
67Goff, 4QInstruction, 168. 
68Eibert J. C. Tigchelaar, “‘Spiritual People,’ ‘Fleshly Spirit,’ and ‘Vision of Meditation’: Reflections on 4QInstruction and
1 Corinthians,” in Echoes from the Caves: Qumran and the New Testament. Edited by Florentino García Martínez. STDJ
85. Leiden: Brill, 2009), 103-18; Cana Werman, “What is the Book of Hagu?” in Sapiential Perspectives: Wisdom Literature
in Light of the Dead Sea Scrolls (ed. John J. Collins, Gregory E. Sterling, and Ruth A. Clements; Leiden: Brill, 2004),
125-40. I interpreted this section in the light of later differentiations between nous, pneuma, and psyche. My own
reading is in part based on the reading of the first hand, without the addition of another םע, “people,” after םע, “with,”
resulting in the phrase “and he bequeathed it (i.e., meditation or nous) to Adam together with spirit (i.e., psyche).” 
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3.10.2. 4Q416 2 ii 6 // 4Q418 8 6 
לכב ןוה לא רמת חור הכשדוק יכ ןיא ריחמ הוש] הב
Do not exchange (?) your holy spirit for any money, for no price is equal (in value) [to it (4Q416)69
The cotext, apparently dealing with warnings against debt slavery, suggests that the term “your
holy spirit” refers to the addressee himself. Unlike the Damascus Document sections that also apply
the term “holy spirit” to a human person, this text does not use other terms of purity or impurity
that would warrant the use of “holy” here. 
3.10.2. 4Q418 76 1-3
[לע לוכ חור [                   ]ישנאו קדצ אול[                  ]יחורו שדוק]
]upon every spirit[       ]and the men of righteousness will not[        ]and the spirits of holiness[
This is the entire fragment. The second line originally read ישנאושדוקאול , “and the men of holi-
ness will not,” but “holiness” was corrected to “righteousness.” On material grounds, the fragment
seems to belong to 4Q418, a 4QInstruction manuscript, but textually it cannot be connected to the
composition. 
3.11. Words of the Luminaries (4Q504-4Q506)
3.11.1. 4Q504 8 recto 4-6
םדא א[וניב התרצי תומדב דובכ]הכ
תמשנ םייח נ[התחפ ופאב הניבו תעדו] התתנ ול 
גב[ן ןדע רשא התעטנ תלשמה]ה ותוא
You fashioned [Adam] our [fa]ther in the likeness of [your] glory [
A living breath] you [b]lew into his nostrils, and understanding and knowledge [you gave to him
over the gard]en of Eden, which you planted, you gave [him] dominion
The fragment comes from the prayer for the first day of the week, which describes the creation of
Adam. The fragment does not preserve the word “spirit,” but associates Gen 2:7 with the bestowal
of insight and knowledge. 
3.11.2. 4Q504 4 5 // 4Q506 131-132 11
הלא ונעדי רשאב תאונח]ונ[ חור ק]הכשדו
69The parallel text 4Q418 רמאת חור השודק איכ א]ןי [ has two variants, which together do not seem to make much sense.
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We know these things because you have graciously granted [us your?] h[oly] spirit.70 
3.11.3. 4Q504 1+2 v recto 12-17
ןוחתו תא הכמע לארשי לוכב] ה[תוצרא רשא םתחדה המש 
בישהל לא םבבל בושל ע>ו<ךד עומשלו הכלוקב] כ[לוכ רשא התיוצ דיב השומ הכדבע 
]יכ[א התקצי תא חור הכשדוק ונילע 
]הל[איב הכיתוכרב ונל 
You have shown mercy to your people Israel in all the lands to which you have exiled them. 
placing it again on their hearts to return to you, to obey your voice according to all that you have
commanded through your servant Moses. 
Indeed, you have poured out your holy spirit upon us, 
bringing your blessings to us. 
The last lines are dependent on Isa 44:3b “I will pour my spirit upon your descendants, and my
blessing on your offspring,” but here the hymnist specificies that God’s spirit is his holy spirit.  
3.12. Barkhi Nafshi (Bless My Soul) (4Q434-4Q438)
3.12.1. 4Q436 1 i 10-ii 4 // 4Q435 2 i71
]בל ןבאה ג[התרע ינממ / םשתו בל רוהט ויתחת
רצי ער רעג]הת ןמ יתוילכ / חורו דוק[ש התמש יבבלב
תונז םיניע התוריסה ינממ / טבתו א]ת לוכ רד[הכיכ
ףרוע השק התחלש ינממ / ומשתו הונע
ףעז ףא התוריסה] ינממ / [םשתו יל חור ךורא םיפא
הבג בל םורו םיניע התומתה ינממ / 
חור רקש תדבא]ה[     ה / בלו] דנ[הכ התתנ יל
[A heart of stone] you [re]buked away from me / and in its place you set a pure heart; 
An evil inclination [you] rebuked away [from my kidneys / and a hol]y [spirit] you set in my heart;
Adulterousness of eyes you removed from me / and it gazed on [all] your [wa]ys;
Stiffness of neck you sent away from me / and you turned it to modesty; 
Wrathful anger you removed [from me] / and you gave me a spirit of long-suffering;
Haughtiness of heart and arrogance of eyes you have purged from me;
A spirit of deceit you have destroyed [   ] / and a [bro]ken heart you have given me. 
704Q506 has the variant חור שדוקה , “the holy spirit.”  
71Largely following the reading of the Moshe Weinfeld and David Seely in Poetical and Liturgical Texts, Part 2 (DJD 29;
Oxford: Clarendon, 1999). Note that Qimron, The Dead Sea Scrolls: The Hebrew Writings Volume Two, 41 has a fair
amount of different readings and reconstructions which need further assessment. For a brief treatment of this section,
see also Kister, “Body and Sin, 196–99. 
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Like other poetical texts, this section, a thanksgiving hymn, does not use the article, so that we
have to choose between “a” or “the” “evil inclination,” and “holy spirit.” Only one (!) letter remains of
“holy spirit,” but given several connections between this section and Ps 51, and the available space,
the reconstruction ]חורדוק[ש is plausible.72 For the anthropology of the poet, one should note the
association of the virtues and vices with bodily parts,73 as well—if the reconstruction is correct—
the contrast between “evil inclination” and “holy spirit.”74 
3.13. 4QIncantation (4Q444)
3.13.1. 4Q444 1-4 i + 5 1-4
ינאו יארימ לא תעדב ותמא חתפ יפ חורמו ושדוק ◦]
ויהיו יחורל ביר יתינבמב קוח]י לא               ב[ימכת רשב 
חורו תעד הניבו תמא קדצו םש לא לב]יבב
[הו קזחתתו יקוחב לא םחלהלו יחורב העשר אולו… 
And I, God’s exorcist, he opened my mouth with his true knowledge; and from his holy spirit [
and they became spirits of conflict in my (bodily) frame, the la[ws of God ] in the innermost
parts of flesh. 
and a spirit of knowledge and understanding, truth and righteousness, God put in [my] he[art
] it is strengthened in the laws of God, and fighting the spirits of iniquity. And not …
This incantation affirms descriptions given in other texts of spirits in the body and its fleshly inner
parts, suggesting that the body is the battleground (note the term “conflict”!) between good and
evil spirits, whether they are understood more angelic and demonlike, or as virtues and vices. Here
too, we find the association between holy spirit and true knowledge, and the assertion that it is
God who has placed a spirit of knowledge in the first person’s heart. 
A related text, in which the term “holy spirit” is not used or preserved is the Songs of the
Sage. Especially 4Q511 48-51 displays parallels: “for in the inner parts of my flesh is the foundation
of wick[edness, and in] my body are wars, the laws of God in my heart.”   
72Qimron, ibid., reconstructs ]תבשחמודק[ש , which also entails (because of the larger space needed for תבשחמ) other
reconstructions in the next lines. 
73Cf. George J. Brooke, “Body Parts in Barkhi Nafshi and the Qualifications for Membership of the Worshipping
Community,” in Sapiential, Liturgical and Poetical Texts from Qumran. Proceedings of the Third Meeting of the
International Organization for Qumran Studies Oslo 1998. Published in Memory of Maurice Baillet (ed. Daniel K. Falk,
Florentino García Martínez, and Eileen M. Schuller;  Leiden: Brill, 2000), 79-94.  Cf. also Kister, “Body and Sin,” passim. 
74On “evil inclination,” cf. Eibert J. C. Tigchelaar, “The Evil Inclination in the Dead Sea Scrolls, with a Re-edition of
4Q468i (4QSectarian Text?),” in Empsychoi Logoi — Religious Innovations in Antiquity: Studies in Honour of Pieter
Willem van der Horst (ed. Alberdina Houtman, Albert de Jong, and Magda Misset-van de Weg; Leiden: Brill, 2008),
347-57, and Ishay Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires: Yetzer Hara and the Problem of Evil in Late Antiquity (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2011), esp. 44-64 (ch. 3 Yetzer at Qumran: Proto-Rabbinic?). 
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3.13.2. 4Q444 6 4 
[די יחור תמא]
] … spirits of truth [
3.14. Messianic Apocalypse (4Q521)
3.14.1. 4Q521 2 ii+4 5-8, 11-13
יכ ינדא םידיסח רקבי םיקידצו םשב ארקי 
לעו םיונע וחור ףחרת םינומאו ףילחי וחכב 
יכ דבכי תא םידיסח לע אסכ תוכלמ דע
ריתמ םירוסא חקופ םירוע ףקוז פכ]םיפו[
תודבכנו אולש ויה השעי ינדא רשאכ ד]רב[
יכ אפרי םיללח םיתמו היחי םיונע רשבי
ו]ילד[ם בשי]עי[ םישותנ להני םיבערו רשעי
For the Lord attends to the pious, and calls the righteous by name;
His spirit hovers over the humble, and he renews the faithful by his strength;
For he will honor the pious on the throne of his eternal kingdom;
Freeing prisoners, opening (the eyes of) the blind, raising up those bow[ed down.]
And wondrous things, not done before, the Lord will do, as he s[aid:]
For he will heal the wounded, and he will revive the dead; he will bring good news to the op-
pressed, and the [poor] he will sati[ate]. He will lead the uprooted, and make fat the hungry. 
The phrase “his spirit hovers over the humble” takes up the language of Gen 1:2, and presents one
of the very few cases where God’s spirit is the subject of a verbal clause.75 However, the sequence of
4Q521, which weaves phrases from Isa 61:1 and Ps 145:14; 146:7-8, shows that the spirit of Gen 1:2 is
identified with the spirit of Isa 61:1 “the spirit of the Lord God is upon me.” 
3.15. Testament of Qahat (4Q542)
3.15.1. 4Q542 1 i 8-10
ןהל ודחא רממב בוקעי ןוכובא ופקתאו ינידב םהרבא תקדצבו יול ילידו 
אוהו דק]י[ןיש ןיכדו ןמ לוכ ]רע[בורב ןידחאו אטשוקב ןילזאו אתורישיב אלו בבלב בבלו
ןהל בבלב אכד חורבו הטישק הבטו
75The other example also involves a quotation fron Genesis, namely 4Q252 1:2 “My spirit shall not dwell in man forever,”
which quotes Gen 6:3 (with a רודי-ןודי  textual variant).
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However, hold fast to the command of Jacob, your father, and stick to the ordinances of Abraham
and the right rules of Levi and myself. 
And be holy and pure from all [min]gling, holding fast to the truth, and going in uprightness, and
not with a double heart, 
but with a pure heart and a true and good spirit. 
The “true and good spirit” clearly qualifies the required disposition of Qahat’s progeny. The Arama-
ic phrase has no preserved equivalent in the Hebrew texts, though the use of טישק, “true,” might
correspond either to the notion of תמא, “truth,” or to that of רשי or רשוי, “upright(ness),” as in 1QS
3:8 חור רשוי , “spirit of uprightness.”  
3.16. Cave 11 Great Psalms Scrolls
3.16.1. 11Q5 19:13-16 (from the so-called Plea for Deliverance)
החלס הוהי יתאטחל ינרהטו ינוועמ
חור הנומא תעדו יננוח לא הלקתא הוועב
לא טלשת יב ןטש חורו האמט 
בואכמ רציו ער לא ושרי ימצעב
Forgive, O Lord, my sin, and purify me from my iniquity 
Favour me me a spirit of faithfulness and knowledge, let me not be dishonoured in ruin
Let Satan and an impure spirit not rule over me
Neither let pain nor evil inclination claim power over my bones. 
Though the terminology of this so-called apocryphal psalm is largely different from that of most
other scrolls, it shares the general idea of God favouring someone with a positive spirit as a protec-
tion against evil spirits and powers, who can rule over a person and affect one’s body. Rather than
viewing “satan,” “impure spirit,” “pain,” and “evil inclination” as four synonyms, they probably con-
sist of four different concepts, arranged in two groups. The latter are the result of the former.76
With other prayers (like 4Q393, below), it shares the Ezek 36 sequence of forgiveness of sins, to be
followed by the granting of creation of a spirit. 
3.16.2. 11Q5 27 (from David’s Compositions)77
יהיו דיוד ןב ישי םכח רואו רואכ שמשה רפוסו ןובנו םימתו לוכב ויכרד ינפל לא םישנאו 
ןתיו ול הוהי חור הנובנ הרואו בותכיו םילהת ... רישו... 
לוכ הלא רבד האובנב רשא ןתנ ול ינפלמ ןוילעה 
76Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 47. 
77On this composition, cf., e.g., Alex P. Jassen, Mediating the Divine: Prophecy and Revelation in the Dead Sea Scrolls and
Second Temple Judaism (Leiden: Brill, 2007), 250-55, with ample reference to earlier literature. 
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And David, the son of Jesse, was wise, and shining like the light of the sun, and literate, and dis-
cerning and perfect in all his ways before God and men. And the Lord gave him a discerning and en-
lightened spirit. And he wrote … psalms and songs … (the total was 4,050). 
All these he spoke through prophecy which was given him from before the Most High.
The phraseology of this entire section is, apart from the phrase “perfect in all his ways,”78 largely dif-
ferent from the other scrolls. This holds also for the “discerning and enlightened spirit” as well as
the “prophecy,” both of which were given to David, probably as an elaboration on 2 Sam 23:2. Given
the association in other texts between prophets and the holy spirit, one wonders whether this is a
different way of expressing the same, that is, the discerning and enlightened spirit being a syn-
onym of the holy spirit, or whether the text reflects another conceptualization. 
3.17. Works of God + Communal Confession (4Q392-4Q393)
3.17.1. 4Q393 1 ii-2 4-8
וניהולא רתסה ךינפ טחמ]וא[נית]ו וכו[ל וניתונוע החמ 
חורו השדח ארב ונב ןנוכו ונברקב רצי תונומא 
םיעשפלו ךיכרד םיאטחו בשה ךילא
או]ל ור[ח הרבשנ ךינפלמ ףדהת 
לע ופלע ךמע ןעמל רח]ךנו ר[ב
Our God, hide our sins from your face, and wipe out all our iniquities;
Create a new spirit in us, and establish in us a faithful inclination.
To trangressors (teach) your ways, and turn sinners back to you. 
Do not thrust the broken spirit from before you, 
Because your people have fainted because of your great anger. 
The prayer is closely related to Ps 51 (see below). As in other examples, “spirit” and “inclination” are
juxtaposed. 
3.18. 4QNon-Canonical Psalms B (4Q381)
3.18.1. 4Q381 1 7
תא א]ותש [וחורבו םדימעה לשמל לכב הלא המדאב לכבו] 
78On this phrase, see Brent A. Strawn, “David as One of the ‘Perfect of (the) Way’: On the Provenience of David’s
Compositions (and 11QPsa as a Whole?),” RevQ 24/96 (2010): 607-26. Because “perfect in all one’s ways’ has
correspondences in so-called sectarian compositions such as CD, 1QS, and 1QSb, and because of the “literary integrity”
of the work, Strawn argues for a sectarian provenience of David’s Compositions. However, only this phrase reminds one
of the community texts, and it is not clear how the phrase is an integral part of the composition. 
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with [his] w[ife], and with his breath/spirit he made them stand, to have dominion over all these,
on earth and over all [
The text combines the two creation accounts, having God breathe in both man and woman (in
contrast to Gen 2:7 where only man receives the breath of life), and Ezek 37, which connects the
breath of life with standing. See below.  
3.18.2. 4Q381 69 4
םתניו79 םכל וחורב םיאיבנ ליכשהל דמללו םכתא
And to you were given by his spirit prophets to instruct and to teach you. 
The cotext and the correspondence with Neh 9 suggest that the reference is to the Exodus period.
See below for the brief discussion of Nehemiah 9:20. 
3.19. Pseudo-Ezekiel (4Q385, 4Q385b, 4Q386)
3.19.1. 4Q385 2 7-8
רמאיו בוש אבנה לע עברא תוחור םימשה 
וחפיו חור] םיגורהב יהיו ןכ [יו]ח[וי םע בר םישנא
And he said, “Prophesy once more to the four winds of heaven, that they breathe breath (=spirit)
[upon the slain.” And it thus happened.] And a large multitude of men [li]ved. (cf. Ezek 37:9-10)
Pseudo-Ezekiel preserves a brief rewriting of the resurrection scene of Ezek 37, with a specific fo-
cus on three aspects, namely the time, the object, and the mode of resurrection. The quoted
phrase is close to Ezek 37:9 with some minor changes. In Ezek 37:9 יאבחורהיחפוםיגורהבהלאה ,
“come, O wind/breath/spirit, and breathe upon these slain,” the wind is the subject of blowing. In
the Pseudo-Ezekiel clause the wind/breath/spirit has become the object, which brings the scene
slightly closer to Gen 2:7. 
3.20. Visions of Amram (4Q542-547; 4Q548-4Q549?)
3.20.1. Composite text
]לכתשמו תיוה ןיכאלמב יד[ תיזח תוזחב] ישאר [הוזח יד אמלח
אהו ןירת ןינאד ילע ןירמאו[              ] יהוליד ןידחאו ילע רגת בר
79The form םתניו is puzzling, and the editor suggests metathesis. However, the emended םנתיו, “and he gave them,” is
syntactically unusual, if the suffix anticipates “prophets.” I prefer to emend ונתניו, assuming the combination nun-waw
in a Vorlage has been misread as mem. 
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תלאשו ןונא ןותנא ןמ יד ןדכ שמ]טל ילע                 ? מאו[ןיר יל אנחנא
                        ]ש[ןיטיל ןיטילשו לע לוכ ינב םדא  
ורמאו יל ןמב אננמ התנא העב] הטלתשאל   [
תלטנ יניע תיזחו דחו ןוהנמ הוזח לשח ןתפכ לוכו השובל ןינעבצ ךישחו ךושח] יהופנאו[               
אנרחאו תיזח אהו ◦ [                ]הוזחב הויפנאו ןכעה הסכמו שובלב[                        ]  
הדחל לעמו יהוניע  ]  
…
 מ[טלש ךילע         ]תינעו תרמאו הל אריע [ןד ןמ אוה  רמאו יל ןדה מ]ארקת התלתב ןהמש 
ןונאוהתלתהתהמשלעילברשוהכושח[יכלמועשרתרמאויארמאמלש]ןטאריעלןדהנעורמאו
ילשח[הכילכוהדבעח]ש[ךיהכושחבואוהד]רבידכנא[התהזחאוהוטלשמ
לע לוכ הכושח הנאו                    ]ןמ מ[אילצ דע איערא הנא טילש לע לוכ ארוהנ וכו]ל    
[And I (i.e., Amram) was looking at the angels which] I saw in the vision [of my head,] the vision
of the dream.
And there were two figures arguing over me and saying [ ] his. And they were having a big dis-
pute over me. And I asked them: “You there, who are you that you have po[wer over me?”? And
they said: We [“            have p]ower, and we have power over all the sons of men.” 
And they said to me: “By which of us do you want to [be ruled?”
And I lifted my eyes, and saw, and one of them, he looked like the ... of a snake, and all his clothing
was dyed and very dark; [and his face              ]
And I saw the other one, [ ] his appearance, and his face was smiling and he was covered
by a garment [              ] very much, and above his eyes
…
ha]ving power over you [ And I asked:] “Who is this [watcher]?” And he told me: “This one
h[as three names, and this are his three names: Belial, Prince of Darkness,] and Melki Resha. And I
said, “My lord, what is the domi[nion of this watcher?” And he answered me:
dark]ness and all his deeds are dark, and he l[eads] into darkness [ what] you see; and
he rules over all darkness, and I [ from the h]eights to the depths. I am ruler over all light and
al[l  
The importance of this section, reconstructed on the basis of various broken copies, lies in its par-
tial correspondences with the Two Spirits Treatise. Here we have two angelic figures, described in
terms of light and darkness, and presented as rulers over men, which might be identified with the
Angel of Darkness and the Prince of Lights of the Treatise. However, there are also differences: in
the Treatise, the spirits of truth and injustice struggle in the heart of men; in the Visions of Amram
the angels argue over Amram. The Treatise portrays determination, while Amram is given a
choice.80 
80Cf. also Brand, Evil Within and Without, 262-63. 
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3.21. Paraphrase of Genesis and Exodus (4Q422)81
3.21.1. 4Q422 1:6-8, 12
לוכו[םאבצהשערבדב]ו[ …רהשעחורושדוק]ו…פנה[שהיחהשמרהו]ת[…ץולישמהלוכאלרפ]י
  …בל[יתל לוכא ץעמ דה]תע בוט ערו  …  ו[םוקי וילע וחכשיו …   ]ואכמ[ב רציו ער ןעמלו82… ]
and all] their hosts he made by [his] word [ … ] he made. And [his] holy spirit [ … liv]ing creature
and what move[s on the earth …] he gave him dominion to eat the fruit [ … no]t to eat from the
tree of kno[wledge of good and evil … and] he stood up against him and they forgot [… pai]n and
evil inclination so as to […
The editor notes that this fragment “present the earliest […] reference to the role of God’s holy
spirit in the act of creation,”83 but from this very fragmentary text it is not clear whether or how
God’s holy spirit is involved in the creation, nor is it clear whether there is any contrast intended
between God’s holy spirit and the evil inclination. 
3.22. Other Manuscripts
3.22.1. 1Q39 1 6 
[םי חורב הכשדוק] 
] … by your holy spirit [
3.22.2. 1Q30 (1QLiturgical Text) 1 2
Read either מ[חי̊ששדוקה , “The holy [Me]ssiah,” or “anointed with (sc. the spirit of) holiness” with
DJD 1:132, or, [חו̊ר שדוקח , “the spirit of holiness,” with Puech. 
3.22.3. PAM 44.102 frg. 36 1
 [יכ חור דק]ש
Because a spirit of holi[ness
3.22.4. 4Q171 3-10 iv 25
[◦◦◦ שדוק איכ
] … holy, for84
81Edition by Torleif Elgvin and Emanuel Tov in Parabiblical Texts, Part 1 (DJD 13; Oxford: Clarendon, 1994), 422.
82Reading differently from the editors who read רצויב ער שעמלו]י העשר , “in evil inclination and for deed[s of injustice.”
83Elgvin and Tov, DJD 13:422. 
84John Marco Allegro, Qumran Cave 4 • 1 (DJD 5; Oxford: Clarendon, 1968), read here ור[חשדוק , “Hol]y spirit,” but this is
incorrect. 
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3.22.5. 1Q34bis (Festival Prayers) 3 ii 6-7 par 4Q509 97-98 i 6-9
תארמב דובכ ירבדו […] הכשדוק 
in a vision of glory and words of your holy […,] 85
3.23.1. Sections of Dead Sea Scrolls Preserved in Other Languages
3.23.1. Jubilees 186
1:19 Then Moses fell prostrate and prayed and said: “Lord my God, do not allow your people and
your heritage to go along in the error of their minds, and do not deliver them into the control of
the nations with the result that they rule over them lest they make them sin against you. 1:20 May
your mercy, Lord, be lifted over your people. Create for them a just spirit. May the spirit of Belial not
rule them so as to bring charges against them before you and to trap them away from every proper
path so that they may be destroyed from your presence. 21 They are your people and your heritage
whom you have rescued from Egyptian control by your great power. Create for them a pure heart
and a holy spirit. May they not be trapped in their sins from now to eternity.”
22 Then the Lord said to Moses: “I know their contrary nature, their way of thinking, and their
stubbornness. They will not listen until they acknowledge their sins and the sins of their ancestors.
23 After this they will return to me in a fully upright manner and with all (their) minds and all
(their) souls. I will cut away the foreskins of their minds and the foreskins of their descendants’
minds. I will create a holy spirit for them and will purify them in order that they may not turn away
from me from that time forever. 24 Their souls will adhere to me and to all my commandments.
They will perform my commandments. I will become their father and they will become my chil-
dren. 25 All of them will be called children of the living God. Every angel and every spirit will know
them. They will know that they are my children and that I am their father in a just and proper way
and that I love them.
The terminology of “creating,” “just (or right) spirit,” “pure heart,” and “holy spirit,” has clearly been
taken from Ps 51, but the section as a whole uses many biblical examples, such as Deut 9:26-29.
85J. T. Milik, Qumran Cave 1 (DJD 1; Oxford: Clarendon, 1955), 154, reconstructed “in a vision of glory, and words of your
holy [spirit],” but the available spacing seems too large for only חור, and the expression “words of the/your holy spirit”
is unattested. Nonetheless, he even comments (on the basis of his reconstruction!): “intéressante pour la doctrine de
l’inspiration.” Followed by Daniel K. Falk, Daily, Sabbath, and Festival Prayers in the Dead Sea Scrolls (Leiden: Brill,
1998), 179. The only photograph, in RevQ 5/19 (1965): 340 (Pl. IV) suggests that parts of the first letter should have been
visible, but on recent photographs (see the Inscriptifact website) this part of the fragment has broken off. James R.
Davila, Liturgical Works (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 2000), 22-23 offers an alternative suggestion, “words of your
holy [prophets],” which is lso problematic, since the context is clearly the Sinai giving of the law, and the phrase “holy
prophets,” is only attested in Greek. 
86Parts of Jub. 1 are preserved in 4Q216, but verses 19-25 only remain in Geʿez. Translations are, with adaptations, from
James C. VanderKam, The Book of Jubilees Translated (Leuven: Peeters, 1989).
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Michael Segal has emphasized that this section does not deal with individuals, but with “God’s re-
lationship with Israel, in contrast with the other nations,”87 and Menahem Kister emphasizes that
the sonship of (some of) the Jews has nothing to do with descent, but is a result “of their repen-
tance, the holy spirit, and their observance of the commandments.”88 
3.23.2. Jubilees 25:13 Bless him, Lord, and place a righteous blessing in my mouth so that I may bless
him. 25:14 At that time the spirit of righteousness89 descended into her mouth. She [Rebecca] put
her two hands on Jacob’s head and said: …90
In this verse and in Jub. 31:12, the relation between God’s spirit and prophecy is described in a
graphic narrative way, as a spirit descending into a person’s mouth. 
3.23.3. Testament of Levi / Aramaic Levi Document91 (ALD 3:5-6)
µάκρυνον ἀπ᾿ ἐµοῦ, κύριε, τὸ πνεῦµα τὸ ἄδικον καὶ διαλογισµὸν τὸν πονηρὸν καὶ πορνείαν, καὶ ὕβριν
ἀπόστρεψον ἀπ᾿ ἐµοῦ. 
δειχθήτω µοι, δέσποτα, τὸ πνεῦµα τὸ ἅγιον, καὶ βουλὴν καὶ σοφίαν καὶ γνῶσιν καὶ ἰσχὺν δός µοι
cf. 4Q213a 1 12-14 text and reconstruction
קחרא] ינמ ירמ חור היוע אנויערו ב[אשיא אתונזו אחד] ינמ
ינאיזחא ירמ חור אשדוק הטעו חו[המכ עדנמו הרובגו] בה יל
Remove [from me, my Lord, a spirit of iniquity, and e]vil [thought] and adultery thrust [away from
me, 
Let there be shown to me, my Lord, the holy spirit, and counsel, wi]sdom, knowledge, and strength,
[grant me
As in other prayers given above, there is a correspondence between the removal of evil spirits or
dispositions, and the granting of good ones. In this reuse of Isa 11:2, the “spirit of the Lord” is explic-
itly interpreted as the “holy spirit.” 
87Cf., e.g., Michael Segal, The Book of Jubilees: Rewritten Bible, Redaction, Ideology and Theology (Leiden: Brill, 2007),
247-56. 
88Kister, “Body and Sin,” 185, n. 52. 
89መንፈሰ፡ጽድቅ፡ Var. መንፈስ፡ቅዱስ፡ “spirit of holiness.” However, since “righteousness” (ጽድቅ) is a key concept in this
chapter, it is possible that “spirit of righteousness” is the intended reading. 
90Comparable is Jub. 31:12 where just before Isaac blesses Levi and Judah, the narrator tells “a spirit of prophecy
descended into his mouth.” (Lat. et spiritus profetiae aduenit in os Isac).
91Text from Jonas C. Greenfield, Michael E. Stone, and Esther Eshel, The Aramaic Levi Document: Edition, Translation,
Commentary (Leiden: Brill, 2004), 60-61, 128. See also Henryk Drawnel, An Aramaic Wisdom Text from Qumran: A New
Interpretation of the Levi Document (Leiden: Brill, 2004), 174-75, 214-15. All references to the ALD use the numbering in
Greenfield, Stone, and Eshel. 
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3.23.4. 1 Enoch 91:1
And now, my son Methuselah,
Call to me all your brothers, 
and gather to me all the children of your mother
For a voice is calling me, 
and a spirit is poured out upon me, 
so that I may show you everything that will happen to you forever. 
Whereas elsewhere in the books of 1 Enoch, Enoch is shown visions by angels or has dreams, the
reference to a voice, and the pouring of a spirit, uses the terminology associated to prophecy.92 
4. Reading Forward from Hebrew Bible to the Scrolls
4.1. Genesis 2:7
רֶציִיַּו הָוהְי םיִהלֱֹא םָדָאָה־תֶא רָפָע הָמָדֲאָה־ןִמ חַפִּיַּו ויָפַּאְבּ תַמְשִׁנ םיִיַּח יִהְיַו םָדָאָה שֶׁפֶנְל ׃הָיַּח
then the Lord God formed man from the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the
breath of life; and the man became a living being,
See above on Ezek 37 for the Non-Canonical Psalms B which rephrases Gen 2:7 with terms derived
from Ezek 37. Rather than “breathing into the nostrils the breath of life,” 4Q381 1 7 refers to “his (sc.
God’s) spirit,” and “the becoming a living being” is described as “making stand.” See Ezek 37:10 for
the combination of the entering of the spirit and the standing on one’s feet. The idea that life in
human beings is due to the presence God’s spirit is also expressed in Gen 6:3— which is quoted in
4Q252 1:2—and in Isa 42:5 “who gives breath to the people upon it, and spirit to those who walk in
it.” 
A more complex interpretation of the account of the creation of man is found in the so-
called Vision of Hagu passage in 4QInstruction, which has been interpreted in quite different ways.
Either the text contrasts two kinds of humanity, perhaps going back to two different creations,
namely the “spiritual people” and the “fleshly spirit.” Or the text distinguishes between two differ-
ent spirits given at creation, namely a spirit of insight and a physical spirit. 
4.2. Isaiah 11:1-2 (1QIsaa is as MT)
11:1 אָצָיְו רֶֹטח עַזֵגִּמ יָשִׁי רֶצֵנְו ויָשָׁרָשִּׁמ ׃הֶרְפִי
2 הָחָנְו ויָלָע ַחוּר הָוהְי ַחוּר הָמְכָח הָניִבוּ ַחוּר הָצֵע הָרוּבְגוּ ַחוּר תַעַדּ תַאְרִיְו ׃הָוהְי
92See comments in Loren T. Stuckenbruck, 1 Enoch 91-108 (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2007), 160. 
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11:1 A shoot shall come out from the stump of Jesse, and a branch shall grow out of his roots. 
11:2 The spirit of the LORD shall rest on him,
the spirit of wisdom and understanding,
the spirit of counsel and might,
the spirit of knowledge and the fear of the LORD. 
The entire passage Isa 10:33-11:5 has been interpreted and reused in several Dead Sea scrolls, as well
as Pss. Sol. 17, as an eschatological text, relating to the judgment of enemies and the rule of a right-
eous figure.93 Thus in a commentary on Isaiah (4Q161 = 4QpIsaa) Isa 11:1-5 are quoted as lemma, and
then explained as referring to the Branch of David at the end of days. The Rule of the Congregation
(1QSb 5:22, 24-26) quotes parts of Isa 11:4, 2, and 5 in the blessing of the eschatological Prince of the
Congregation, and in the Rule of the War (4Q285 7) Isa 10:34-11:1 is applied to the eschatological
“Prince of the Congregation, the Branch of David.” Only the second of those texts takes up explicit-
ly the motif of the bestowal of spirit, “He will give [you a spirit of counse]l and eternal might, a
spirit of knowledge and the fear of God,” quoting Isa 11:2b. Psalms of Solomon 17:34b-42 also uses
many elements from Isa 11:2-5 to qualify the future Davidic righteous king, including vs 37 which
rephrases Isa 11:2: “for God made him mighty through his holy spirit, and wise through a counsel of
understanding, with strength and righteousness.” 
However, Isa 11:2 also has been interpreted independent of its context. This may perhaps
be the case in the Aramaic Levi Document where Levi prays “Let there be shown to me, my Lord,
the holy spirit; and counsel, wisdom, knowledge, and strength, grant me.” In the literary cotext of
the Aramaic Levi Document the prayer for the holy spirit mirrors the plea to remove the spirit of in-
justice. The granting of the spirit does not, however, result in the eschatological punishment of the
wicked, but in “doing that what is pleasing to you” (ALD 3:7) and “doing true law,” (3:17 ) both of
which could be connected to priestly service (cf. especially the juxtaposition in ALD 6:2 of “the
true law” and “the law of the priesthood”). However, the latter, “true law,” or “true judgment,” might
also anticipate the Shechem incident, in which case there would be after all a connection with the
judgment executed in Isa 10:33-11:5, and the text might even claim Davidic, that is royal functions
for priests.94 About the wording of the use of Isa 11:2 it may be noted that Isaiah’s “Spirit of the
Lord” has been replaced, as in Pss. Sol. 17:37, by “(the) holy spirit.”95 From the wording of the two po-
etical stichs, it is not clear whether the showing (?) of “holy spirit” implies the granting of “counsel,
wisdom, knowledge, and strength,” or whether these are emphasized as separate gifts. 
93For discussions, see, e.g., Géza G. Xeravits, King, Priest, Prophet: Positive Eschatological Protagonists of the Qumran
Library (Leiden: Brill, 2002), 206-7 and Alex P. Jassen, “Re-reading 4QPesher Isaiah A (4Q161): Forty Years after DJD V,” in
The Mermaid and the Partridge (ed. George J. Brooke and Jesper Høgenhaven; Leiden: Brill, 2011), 57-90. 
94Drawnel, An Aramaic Wisdom Text from Qumran, 214-15, considers that the connection of the Isaiah text to Levi is a
consious exegetical move, in order to apply royal (messianic?) attributes to priests. This would match well with Kugel’s
view on a late-second century B.C.E., pro-Hasmonean origin of the document. See, e.g., James L. Kugel, “How Old Is
the Aramaic Levi Document,” in A Walk through Jubilees: Studies in the Book of Jubilees and the World of its Creation
(Leiden: Brill, 2012), 343-64. 
95But note that the Aramaic words corresponding to τὸ πνεῦµα τὸ ἅγιον are lost. 
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In the Hebrew Bible, the phrases “spirit of understanding” and “spirit of knowledge” are
only found in Isa 11:2, but both are found more often in the Dead Sea scrolls, for example in Incan-
tation “a spirit of knowledge and understanding, truth and righteousness, God put in my heart.”
More in general, and sometimes entirely divorced from the specific cotext of Isa 10:33-11:5, “God’s
holy spirit” is frequently closely connected with insight and understanding. Thus, according to the
Hodayot (1QHa 20:14-16) God’s gift of the (holy) spirit to the hymnist results in understanding (see
also other examples in the Hodayot). Other connections between knowledge and God’s spirit are
found in, e.g., Incantation (4Q444 1-4 i + 5 1) and Words of the Luminaries. One may also point at the
Old Greek of Daniel, which in 5:11-12 explains Daniel’s wisdom by stating that there was “a holy
spirit in him” (LXX Theodotion has here “a divine spirit”), while MT Dan 5:11 refers to “a spirit of
the holy gods.” The use of different terms like “spirit of understanding,” “spirits of knowledge,” might
be seen as synonyms, but there are also texts that refer to the giving of plural spirits, such as 1QHa
4:29. 
4.3. Isaiah 61:1
ַחוּריָֹנדֲאהִוהְייָלָעןַעַיחַשָׁמהָוהְייִתֹארֵשַּׂבְלםיִוָנֲעיִנַחָלְשֹׁשׁבֲחַלבֵל־יֵרְבְּשִׁנְלֹארְקִלםִיוּבְשִׁלרוֹרְדּםיִרוּסֲאַלְו
ַחוֹק־חַקְפּ
The spirit of the Lord GOD is upon me,
because the LORD has anointed me;
he has sent me to bring good news to the oppressed,
to bind up the brokenhearted,
to proclaim liberty to the captives,
and release to the prisoners; 
The verse is one of those messianic passages that is used repeatedly in the scrolls, though not al-
ways with explicit reference to the spirit. 11Q13 1 ii may have quoted Isa 61:1 in line 4, but most of
the line is lost; line 9 refers to Isa 61:2, and line 18 refers to Isa 61:1 when its refers to the “messen-
ger” (the bringer of good news) and the “anointed of spirit.” Also 4Q521 and 1QHa 23:15 use part of
Isa 61:1 (“bringing good news to the oppressed”). 
4.4. Ezekiel 36:25-27
36:25 יִתְּקַרָזְו םֶכיֵלֲע םִיַמ םיִרוֹהְט םֶתְּרַהְטוּ ֹלכִּמ םֶכיֵתוֹאְמֻט םֶכיֵלוּלִּגּ־לָכִּמוּ רֵהַטֲא ׃םֶכְתֶא
26 יִתַּתָנְו םֶכָל בֵל שָׁדָח ַחוּרְו הָשָׁדֲח ןֵתֶּא םֶכְבְּרִקְבּ יִֹתרִסֲהַו בֵל־תֶא ןֶבֶאָה םֶכְרַשְׂבִּמ יִתַּתָנְו םֶכָל בֵל ׃רָשָׂבּ
27 יִחוּר־תֶאְו ןֵתֶּא םֶכְבְּרִקְבּ יִתיִשָׂעְו תֵא יַקֻּחְבּ־רֶשֲׁא וּכֵלֵתּ יַטָפְּשִׁמוּ וּרְמְשִׁתּ ׃םֶתיִשֲׂעַו
25 I will sprinkle clean water upon you, and you shall be clean from all your uncleannesses, and
from all your idols I will purify you. 
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26 A new heart I will give you, and a new spirit I will put within you; and I will remove from your
body the heart of stone and give you a heart of flesh. 
27 I will put my spirit within you, and make you follow my statutes and be careful to observe my
ordinances. 
This section of Ezekiel has connections with both Jer 31:31-34 and Ps 51. Whatever the diachronic
relationship between those texts,96 they would have been read synchronically by the authors of the
scrolls, and the terminology of both texts is used. At the same time, it should be observed that
Ezek 36 describes the purification of the house of Israel as a community, and the granting of a new
spirit which results in its keeping God’s commandments. Psalm 51, however, applies the language
of a pure heart and the renewal of a spirit to the individual worshiper. Both aspects can be find in
the scrolls. Thus, Jub. 1, which uses the terminology of Ps 51, nonetheless agrees more with ezek 37,
in applying this language to the nation of Israel. 4Q393 1 ii-2 uses Ps 51, and when it says “create a
new spirit in us,” it paraphrases Ps 51:12. However, it adopts the term “new spirit” from Ezek 36:26
(cf. also Ezek 11:19; 18:31) and the text deals with the nation, not the individual. The idea of a heart
of stone (Ezek 11:19; 36:26) is thematized in 1QHa 21, but not directly connected to the spirit that
God has placed in the hymnist (1QHa 21:34). The editor reconstructed the term “heart of stone” in
the Barkhi Nafshi hymn, probably in view of the parallelism with the following “a pure heart,”
which would bring it close to the largely reconstructed “holy spirit” in the next stich. Scholars
sometimes connect these verses from Ezek 36 and Ps 51 to 1QS 3:6-9 and 4:20-22, because all four
passages connect the notions of “spirit” and “purification.” Yet, the Rule of the Community passages
present an important development: while in Ezek 36 and Ps 51 the spirit is bestowed after purifica-
tion, in 1QS 3:6-9 it is through the spirit(s) that a person is purified. See, similarly, 1QHa 4:38 and
8:30. 
4.5. Ezekiel 37
5 ֹהכּ רַמָא יָֹנדֲא הִוהְי תוֹמָצֲעָל הֶלֵּאָה הֵנִּה יִנֲא איִבֵמ םֶכָב ַחוּר ׃םֶתיִיְחִו
6 יִתַּתָנְו םֶכיֵלֲע םיִדִגּ יִתֵלֲעַהְו םֶכיֵלֲע רָשָׂבּ יִתְּמַרָקְו םֶכיֵלֲע רוֹע יִתַּתָנְו םֶכָב ַחוּר םֶתיִיְחִו םֶתְּעַדיִו יִנֲא־יִכּ ׃הָוהְי
9רֶמֹאיַּויַלֵאאֵבָנִּהַחוּרָה־לֶאאֵבָנִּהםָדָא־ןֶבָתְּרַמָאְוַחוּרָה־לֶארַמָא־ֹהכּיָֹנדֲאהִוהְיעַבְּרַאֵמתוֹחוּריִֹאבַּחוּרָה
יִחְפוּ םיִגוּרֲהַבּ הֶלֵּאָה ׃וּיְחִיְו
10 יִתאֵבַּנִּהְו רֶשֲׁאַכּ יִנָוִּצ אוֹבָתַּו םֶהָב ַחוּרָה וּיְחִיַּו וּדְמַעַיַּו םֶהיֵלְגַר־לַע לִיַח לוֹדָגּ ׃ֹדאְמ־ֹדאְמ
14 יִתַּתָנְו יִחוּר םֶכָב םֶתיִיְחִו יִתְּחַנִּהְו םֶכְתֶא םֶכְתַמְדַא־לַע םֶתְּעַדיִו יִנֲא־יִכּ הָוהְי יִתְּרַבִּדּ יִתיִשָׂעְו ׃הָוהְי־םֻאְנ
96Anja Klein, “From the ‘Right Spirit’ to the ‘Spirit of Truth’: Observations on Psalm 51 and 1QS,” in The Dynamics of
Language and Exegesis at Qumran (ed. Devorah Dimant and Reinhard G. Kratz; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2009), 171-91
argues that the Ezekiel section is dependent on Jer 31, and is late Persian of Hellenistic, with Ps 51 in turn depending
on Ezek 36:25-27. 
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5 Thus says the Lord God to these bones: I will cause breath (=spirit) to enter you, and you shall
live. 
6 I will lay sinews on you, and will cause flesh to come upon you, and cover you with skin, and put
breath (=spirit) in you, and you shall live; and you shall know that I am the Lord.” 
9 Then he said to me, “Prophesy to the breath (=spirit), prophesy, mortal, and say to the breath
(=spirit): Thus says the Lord God: Come from the four winds, O breath (=spirit), and breathe upon
these slain, that they may live.” 
10 I prophesied as he commanded me, and the breath (=spirit) came into them, and they lived, and
stood on their feet, a vast multitude. 
14 I will put my spirit within you, and you shall live, and I will place you on your own soil; then you
shall know that I, the Lord, have spoken and will act,” says the Lord. 
In both Ezek 37, and in the following Gen 2:7, חור may be seen both as wind or breath, and as spir-
it, which causes man to become a living being. Within Ezek 37, the breath that revives the dead Is-
raelites, is connected with God’s spirit (37:14) that revives the nations and brings them back from
exile. The Ezekiel terminology is quoted in the rewriting of Pseudo-Ezekiel, but also has influenced
the account in 4QNon-Canonical Psalms B of the breath or spirit given to mankind at creation,
where God’s breath not only brings them to life, but also raises them to their feet. 
4.6. Psalm 51:12-14 (Eng. 51:10-12)
51:12 בֵל רוֹהָט יִל־אָרְבּ םיִהלֱֹא ַחוּרְו ןוֹכָנ שֵׁדַּח ׃יִבְּרִקְבּ
51:13 יִנֵכיִלְשַׁתּ־לַא ךָיֶנָפְלִּמ ַחוּרְו ךְָשְׁדָק חַקִּתּ־לַא ׃יִנֶּמִּמ
51:14 הָביִשָׁה יִלּ ןוֹשְׂשׂ ךֶָעְשִׁי ַחוּרְו הָביִדְנ ׃יִנֵכְמְסִת
51:12[E10] Create in me a pure heart, O God, and renew a right spirit within me. 
13[E11] Do not cast me away from your presence, and do not take your holy spirit from me. 
14[E12] Restore to me the joy of your salvation, and sustain in me a willing spirit.
Psalm 51, one of the two texts from the Hebrew Bible that refers to a “holy spirit,” has been taken up
in several of the Dead Sea scrolls. This goes clearly for Jub. 1:19-25 which adopts the terminology of
“creating” a “right spirit” (Jub. 1:20; Ps 51:12[E10]) and a “pure heart” (Jub. 1:21; Ps 51:12[E10]), as well
as a “holy spirit” (Jub. 1:21, 23; Ps 51:13[E11]), but which also connects (the creation of) a holy spirit
with purification (Jub. 1:23). But the passage also seems to have thought of Ezek 36:26-27, since it
relates the gift or creation of the spirit to the observation of the commandments (Jub. 1:24; Ezek
36:27).
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Passages of the same Psalm are quoted or echoed in 4Q393 (4QCommunal Confession) 1 ii-2
2-7, which reworks Ps 51:6-7, 11-12, 15, and then combines elements of 51:19 and 13.97 Verse 11 has
been entirely reworked into חורוהשדחארבונבןנוכוונברקברציתונומא , “and create a new spirit in
us, and establish in us a faithful inclination” (4Q393 1 ii - 2 6-7), where “faithful inclination” (cf.
“faithful spirit” in 11Q5 19:14) seems to replace “pure heart.” This confession does not, however, take
up the Ps 51:13 clause which refers to God’s “holy spirit.” 
The connections with the Barkhi Nafshi prayer are limited to a few phrases, such as “pure
heart,” and “holy spirit,” the latter largely reconstructed, but it develops the metaphor, already
found in Ezek 36:26-27, of the removal from evil from the body, and the placing of pure and holy
inclinations into the body. 
More generally, the terminology and ideas of Ps 51 can be recognized in the Rule of the
Community, through the adoption of specific tems, like חורהרבשנ , “broken spirit” (Ps 51:19[E17];
1QS 8:3; 11:1), and thematically, with respect to the idea of spiritual sacrifice (Ps 51:18-19[E16-17] and
the connection of purification and the spirit.98 For the conceptualization of the Hodayot Ps
51:7-8[E5-6] are crucial as background for its understanding of the human body as evil and sinful,
and for the concept of God wishing truth and knowledge in its inner parts. Also in other texts, like
the Testament of Qahat, the language of pure heart and upright spirit seems to relate to Ps 51. 
4.7. Psalm 104:4 (LXX 103:4)
הֶֹשׂע ויָכָאְלַמ תוֹחוּר ויָתְרָשְׁמ שֵׁא ׃טֵהלֹ
 you make the winds your messengers,
fire and flame your ministers. (NRSV)
The NRSV translation probably reflects the intention of this verse: natural phenomena are sub-
servient to God. However, the LXX ὁ ποιῶν τοὺς ἀRέλους αὐτοῦ πνεύµατα, “who makes spirits his
messengers (or angels),” reflects the fuzzy distinction between “spirits” and “angels.” A close associ-
ation between specific natural heavenly phenomena, spirits, and angels, is proposed in 1QHa
9:12-15: “powerful angels … before they came to be holy angels … eternal spirits in their dominions:
luminaries … stars … storm winds … shooting stars and lightning.” In other texts, the terms spirits
and angels are juxtaposed, or in parallel phrases, such as “and all the spirits of his lot, the angels of
destruction” (1QM 13:11-12). The second part of the verse may also be read to say that God’s minis-
ters are fiery and flamy, which would explain why the spirits in the Shirot Olat ha-Shabbat are de-
scribed as fiery. See also 1QHa 16:12-14. 
4.8. Nehemiah 9:20
97Edition by Daniel Falk in Poetical and Liturgical Texts, Part 2 (DJD 20; Oxford: Clarendon, 1999), 49-53. However, parts
of the correspondence with Ps 51 are reconstructed or based on identification of very badly legible text. Since several
readings are doubtful, the correspondence with Ps 51 may be less literal than suggested by the edition.  
98Klein, “From the ‘Right Spirit’ to the ‘Spirit of Truth.’”
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ךֲָחוּרְו הָבוֹטַּה ָתַּתָנ םָליִכְּשַׂהְל ךְָנַמוּ ָתְּעַנָמ־ֹאל םֶהיִפִּמ םִיַמוּ הָתַּתָנ םֶהָל ׃םָאָמְצִל
You gave your good spirit to instruct them, and did not withhold your manna from their mouths,
and gave them water for their thirst. 
No fragment from Nehemiah has been found at the caves from Qumran,99 and there is little evi-
dence of use of the book among the scrolls, except for correspondences between Neh 9 and 4Q381
69. One such correspondence is between Neh 9:20 and 4Q381 69 4, “he gave them to you by his
spirit, prophets to instruct and to teach you,” both passages refering to the period of the Sinai wan-
derings. The Nehemiah passage might perhaps refer to Num 11:16-25, but the association of God’s
“holy spirit” in Isa 63:10-14 (the only other Hebrew Bible apart from Ps 51 mentioning “holy spirit”)
makes it more likely that the text refers here to Moses. The idea is then either that the holy spirit
was in Moses (cf. Isa 63:11), or that Moses is seen as transcending humanity (for which see 4Q377 2
ii 10-11), and could himself be called the “good spirit.” A late text, which may have developed by
combining Isa 63:14 and Neh 9:20a, is Ps 143:10 “Teach me to do your will, for you are my God. Let
your good spirit lead me on a level path.”100 
5.  Holy Spirit and the Scrolls
The many different scrolls texts presented in section 3 demonstrate large differences with respect
to terminology and conceptualizations of spirit between the texts. For example, the Damascus
Document only refers to “holy spirit” with respect to either prophecy, or to the self viewed as holy.
The latter aspect corresponds to a few other uses of “spirit” in the Damascus Document where it
refers to a person’s self with respect to will and behaviour (see, e.g., CD 3:3, 7; 20:4). With one ex-
ception the text does not acknowledge a world of spirits inside or outside human beings. Only in
CD 12:2-3 does the text refer to the spirits of Belial who have dominion over people. The Songs of
the Sabbath Sacrifice lead the listener by means of language into a world of spirits, angels, and oth-
er divine beings, but does not elaborate on the relationships between those spirits and the human
world or individual human being. 4QInstruction mainly uses “spirit” with respect to the human
spirit, even sharing the unique phrase “fleshly spirit” with the Hodayot, and once using “holy spirit”
to refer to a person’s self. Yet, apart from a small fragment (4Q418 76) that hardly seems to fit in
what we know about the compositions, the text is not concerned with one or more holy spirits.
Many other texts hardly employ the term “spirit,” let alone “holy spirit” in a particular sense. For
99There is no evidence that the one Dead Sea Scrolls fragment preserving text of Nehemiah (Schøyen collection MS
5425) actually comes from Qumran, and it is likely that most of the fragments that were sold in the 2000s come from a
different, hitherto still unknown findplace. The tentative identification with 4Q117 is clearly wrong. Cf. also Émile
Puech, “Review of Armin Lange, Handbuch der Textfunde vom Toten Meer I,” RevQ 25/97 (2011): 156 “ l’origine
qumranienne du fragment de Néhémie signalé me paraît être douteuse.”
100The two rather similar verbal forms Ps 143:10 יִנֵחְנַתּ and Isa 63:14 וּנֶּחיִנְתּ are hifils of two different roots, החנ “to lead,”
and חונ, “to give rest,” but the LXX translated both of them by ὁδηγέω, “to lead.”  
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example, the Words of the Luminaries adopts Isa 44:3b, and substitutes the Isaianic “my spirit” by
“your holy spirit,” but does not extend beyond the use of Isaiah. To some extent, these differences
may be due to the genre and subject matter of the texts, rather than the world-view of their com-
posers, or to a development within the scrolls. Nonetheless, it shows that one cannot discuss in
general the views of the scrolls, let alone lump together views found in different compositions. 
 
5.1. Holy Spirit within a World of Spirits
In many texts, references to a or God’s holy spirit cannot be detached from the larger cotext.
Rather the cotexts show that one should analyze holy spirit as part of and within a larger complex
of terms which reflect a specific world view. These complexes involve spirits that are mentioned in
other terms, and which sometimes seem to be synonyms of “holy spirit,” such as “spirit of knowl-
edge” or “spirit of truth.” From a literary perspective, the use of some synonyms may be influenced
by Isa 11:2, which first refers to the “spirit of the Lord,” and subsequently to “the spirit of wisdom
and understanding,” and so on. From a conceptual point of view, it is not always clear whether, for
example, the “spirit of understanding,” or “spirit of knowledge,” were identified with “spirit of holi-
ness,” whether the different names reflect distinct conceptualizations, or whether we are encoun-
tering a world view which does not always differentiate between one or multiple spirits. This
might explain why the hymnist usually thanks God for the granting of one spirit, but sometimes
for multiple ones.     
These textual complexes sometimes also involve, as an opposite to “holy spirit” (or to other
spirits), evil spirits, such as “spirit of impurity” in 1QS 4:20-22. Such polarities also include the “spir-
it of truth” and the “spirit of injustice” in the same section, but also already earlier in the Two Spir-
its Treatise. In the same treatise, the list of the Two Ways more generally opposed good and evil dis-
positions, a few of which are referred to as spirits. 
Heuristically, the Two Spirits Treatise is of importance for understanding the conceptual-
izations of the spirits. Throughout the text, the opposite spirits are sometimes presented as ex-
ternalized angelic and demonic figures, a conceptualization which is also reflected in 1QM 13:9-12
and the quoted 4Q177 passage. One might relate these passages to the scene from the Visions of
Amram which describes the conflict between two opposing angelic figures about the rule over Am-
ram. In most texts it is not clear how the “evil spirits,” which in some texts are called “spirits of the
lot of Belial,” are conceptualized, as demonic figures, or as the sometimes personalized sins that
lead people astray. Apparently, the Words of the Sage (4Q510-4Q511) tends towards the former
(4Q510 1 and 4Q511 10),101 whereas in other texts this is less clear. This shows that even within the
small corpus of texts that are now sometimes referred to as “community texts,” or “Maskil texts,”
there are clear differentiations. 
At the same time, the opposing spirits can also be understood in the Two Spirits Treatise as
internalized dispositions or tendencies towards good and evil. This is expressed in the list of the
101On these texts, see now Joseph L. Angel, “Maskil, Community, and Religious Experience in the Song of the Sage
(4Q510-511),” DSD 19 (2012): 1-27. 
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Two Ways, but also more generally in the terminology of walking in the ways of those spirits. This
may also be reflected in what seem to be alternative ways of expressing the same thing. Thus,
4QIncantation states that God has placed a spirit of knowledge and understanding in one’s heart,
and the Hodayot blesses God for having favoured his servant with a spirit of knowledge. However,
the Hodayot also tells that God has given knowledge and understanding in the heart of the hym-
nist, without referring to a spirit (4Q426 1 i 4; cf. also 1QHa 6:19). Older scholarship, which cul-
minated in Sekki’s monograph, which tried to decide what category of “spirit” was meant in each
separate case, is problematic because it assumes strict conceptual boundaries and ontological dif-
ferences between one and the other. The same does not only hold true for the word “spirit,” but
likewise with respect to the noun beliyaʿal, which can appear both as proper noun Belial referring
to a demonic figure, and as a common noun denoting wickedness. It also applies to the term “evil
inclination,” which has demonic aspects but is internalized as sinfulness in human beings (an “in-
termediate demonic figure”).102 
The recent work of Newsom on spirit and flesh in the Hodayot and Rosen-Zvi on the yetzer
hara, illustrates a way out from the problems of older scholarship.103 Newsom reads the discourse
about spirit and flesh in the Hodayot from the perspective of indigenous psychology as the expres-
sion of an evolving notion of the person and the embodied self. Rosen-Zvi discusses yetzer hara
epistemologically as an explanation for human sinfulness. Both authors see in the texts they dis-
cuss a tendency towards internalization. 
Newsom’s study of the Hodayot is an exemplary analysis of the use of spirit and flesh in
one specific text, one of the few well-preserved scrolls compositions. Her observations also allow
one to compare the model of the Hodayot with that of other texts. For example, unlike Ezek
36:25-27 which speaks both of the putting of something new in the body and the removal of the
heart of stone, the Hodayot does not refer to removal, but retains a tension. The body itself is the
perverted spirit, the spirit of flesh, into which God grants a spirit. In Newsom’s words, “while the
internalized divine spirit does not entirely override the rest of the person’s intentionality, as in the
common biblical model, or replace it, as in Ezekiel’s model, it does enable the speaker to become
aware of those other aspects of his self (his “spirit of flesh,” “spirit of error,” and “perverted spirit”)
that he now experiences as part of himself but as an objectified aspect that struggles for control
over him.”104 This, however, may not be the model of many other scrolls. For example, the Barkhi
Nafshi text (as well as the Prayer of Levi) explicitly aligns with Ezekiel’s model: it refers to the ban-
ishment of evil inclination, the removal of vices, and the destruction of the spirit of deceit. The in-
cantations or apotropaic texts, such as 4Q444 and 4Q510-4Q511, may be more subtle, acknowledg-
ing the struggle between evil spirits and God’s granted spirits in the human body. 
But what is the place of “holy spirit” within these complexes of divine and evil spirits, ei-
ther external or internalized? Newsom demonstrated that though at some places in the Hodayot
“the spirit that you placed in me” is used in the immediate textual vicinity of, or even in parallelism
102Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires, 53. 
103Newsom, “Flesh, Spirit, and the Indigenous Psychology of the Hodayot”; Rosen-Zvi, Demonic Desires. 
104Newsom, ibid., 350–51. 
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to “holy spirit,” the semantic collocations differ. The Hodayot never state clearly that a “holy spirit”
has been place within the hymnist,105 and rather recall the spraying of the holy spirit upon (לע), or
once in (ב).106 With the one exception of the reconstructed Barkhi Nafshi text, “a [hol]y [spirit] you
set in my heart,”107 the same holds true (both for “holy spirit,” and for suffixed references to God’s
spirit) for the entire collection of scrolls. Apparently, even though “God’s spirit” or “holy spirit” was
closely related to, e.g., “spirit of knowledge” (cf. Isa 11:2), the authors never (in the preserved texts)
located the former within the human body. This might be no more than coincidence, dus to the
limited preserved material, or to semantic syntactical preferences. Or it may reflect a conceptual
distinction between the holy spirit as a general divine force, and other spirits representing specific
qualities given to men.      
5.2. Spirit, Knowledge, Speech, and Worship
The granting of a spirit to men is in many cases connected to knowledge and speech. This already
holds true for some references to the creation story. The inbreathing of Gen 2:7 not only gives the
breath of life, so that a human being becomes a living being, who then can stand on one’s feet (cf.
4Q381 1 7). It also associates the inbreathing of Gen 2:7 with the bestowal of insight and knowledge
to Adam, as in 4Q504 8 recto 4-6. Something similar, but then referring to a special kind of knowl-
edge, seems to be implied in the Vision of Meditation section of 4QInstruction.108
A different kind of connection between spirit, knowledge, and speech, may be implied in
the associations in Hebrew Bible and scrolls of prophecy with the holy spirit. Cf., e.g., 2 Sam 23:2
“The spirit of the Lord speaks through me, his word is on my tongue.” One may also compare Jub.
25:13 and 31:12. First Enoch 91:1 where Enoch reports that a spirit is poured out on him, “so that I
may show you everything that will happen to you forever,” adds another element, namely that the
spirit grants knowledge of the future. In this respect, the spirit given to Adam that gives human be-
ings knowledge, differs from the prophet’s anointment of the spirit which grants the knowledge of
foresight. 
The link between spirit and understanding, knowledge, and insight, is however found in a
different way in some of the community scrolls. Exemplaric for the Hodayot are the hymnist’s con-
fessions in 1QHa 5:35-36, “And I, your servant, know by means of the spirit that you have given me,”
and in 6:36-37, “As for me, your servant, you have favoured me with the spirit of knowledge, to
choose truth and righteousness and to abor every unjust way.” Or, from another section of the
105Note that in 8:20 the verb “give” has been reconstructed. 
106But note with some verbs there seems to be little difference between ב and לע. Cf., e.g., םיש לע  and םיש ב . 
107Because of this exceptional use, one should seriously examine from a physical point of view Qimron’s suggestion to
reconstruct תבשחמ. On the other hand, the Barkhi Nafshi text is not characteristic of the so-called community texts,
and may therefore reflect a different conceptualization.  
108Not necessarily connected to Gen 2:7 are other broken statements which connect the creation of Adam and
knowledge Cf. 4Q305 1 ii 1-3, “and he created on it animals … gave to Adam knowledge … and evil, to know”. 4Q303 1 8-9
“and understanding of good and evil, to … taking Adam from it, because.” 
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scroll, in 20:15-16, “By your holy spirit you have opened up knowledge within me through the mys-
tery of your wisdom.” The purpose of this knowledge is manifold. It enables the instructor, and
through the performance of the psalms every participant, to understand the true nature of one’s
self in relation to God, including knowledge how to worship and how to keep the commandments.
But is also provides to the hymnist the proper response, namely how to speak in worship the right
words of praise and confession. 
A different line of thought may be developed in the very broken Incantation (4Q444). Here
there seems to be some connection between the granting of the spirit of knowledge, and the writ-
ing of the laws of God in the heart, clearly combining Isa 11:2 and Jer 31:31-34. 
In a more indirect fashion, an association between the spirit of truth and knowledge is
found in the introduction of the Ways of the Two Spirits in Two Spirits Treatise, “to enlighten the
heart of man, to make level before him all the ways of righteousness and of truth, and to instil in
his heart reverence for the precepts of God.” Within the enumeration of the ways of the spirit of
truth, we can also find the same sequence of spirit, understanding, and zeal, as in one of the
psalms of the Hodayot. The Ways of the Two Spirits lists “a spirit of knowledge with regard to every
plan of action, zeal for the precepts of righteousness.” 1QHa 6:24-25 “And as for me, I know from the
understanding that comes from you that through your goodwill toward a person you multi[ply his
portion] in your holy spirit. Thus you draw him nearer to your understanding. And according to his
closeness, so is his zeal against al evildoers and people of deceit.”
5.3. Holy Spirit, Purification, and Holiness
Typical of several texts is the close association of spirit of holiness and purification. Pride of first
place goes to 1QS 3:6-9 and 4:20-22. This association between a pure heart and spirit has been de-
veloped from Ezek 36:25-26 and Ps 51, though in Ezekiel purification precedes the new spirit. Typi-
cal of Ezekiel and Psalm 51, is the concern with sin and the purity of the heart. This motif is elabo-
rated and transformed in the Rule of the Community and the Hodayot. Psalm 51:7, “I was born in
iniquity, in sin my mother conceived me,“ is read as an anthropological statement about the nature
of human beings, who in the Hodayot are seen as a source of impurity and a structure of sin, a per-
verted being without understanding (e.g., 1QHa 9:24). The Hodayot repeatedly refers to God purify-
ing the hymnist, twice (1QHa 4:38; 8:30) with explicit reference to his holy spirit. The Plea for Deliv-
erance (11Q5 19:13-16), which has a different background than the Hodayot and the Community Rule,
still adopts the sequence of Ezek 36 and Ps 51: forgiveness and purification precede the granting of
a spirit. 
But why do the texts conceive a person to be purified with God’s holy spirit? One might as-
sume that this is related to the conceptual SPIRIT IS WATER metaphor, which appears from the
collocations with verbs that are otherwise used with liquids, such as (in the scrolls) הזה, “sprinkle”;
ףינה, “sprinkle,” “spray”; קצי, “pour out.” Just as physical water is used in the purification process of
physical pollution, thus God’s immaterial spirit is requisite for the purification of spiritual impuri-
ty. This may be confirmed by other metaphors in the texts, such as the metallurgical ררב, “cleanse,”
קקז, “refine,” and םתה, “purge,” in 1QS 4:20-21, which do not take spirits as an indirect object.  
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Overall, many of the scrolls dealing with spirit also cover issues of purity and impurity. The
colelction of scrolls includes many texts that deal with specific halakhic issues, including those of
ritual purity and impurity, such as Miqṣat Maʿaśe ha-Torah (MMT) which presents some halakhic
disputes mainly concerning the purity of Jerusalem. Or, another example, the socalled Tohorot
texts which deal with graded impurity and ablutions. Yet, other scrolls apply some of the language
of purity and impurity, purification and defilement to so-called moral impurity or human sinful-
ness in general, or even human nature. In those texts, but in a sense in the collection as whole, we
see a tension between the acknowledgement of human sinfulness and impurity and the aspiration
towards holiness. Conceptually, the language of holy spirit is often located within this tension, and
cannot be divorced from it. Even though “holy spirit” has become in the period of the scrolls a way
of referring to God’s spirit, apparently referring to the holiness of God, in many texts its semantics
have widened, relating to the external and internalized support of the community’s or individual’s
goal of holiness.  
6. Reading Backwards: From New Testament Back to the Scrolls
6.1. John 20:21-23
The three references to “holy spirit” in the Gospel of John all employ different metaphors and
means of transference. Thus, 1:32-33 first uses the bird metaphor, since the spirit “descends from
heaven, like a dove” and “remains on him,” i.e., on Jesus, while 1:33 moves to a liquid metaphor: to
baptize with (or in) the holy spirit. In 14:26, the Paraclete or Holy Spirit is being sent by God, in Je-
sus’ name, which recalls the image of the sending of a heavenly figure (spirit or angel) or prophet.
In 20:22 the holy spirit is like breath, transferred by inbreathing. The different metaphors, as well
as the different terminology in John (τὸ πνεῦµα, τὸ πνεῦµα τὸ ἅγιον, τὸ πνεῦµα τῆς ἀληθείας, ὁ
παράκλητος), suggest that there is not a systematized or consistent pneumatology. 
The use of ἐµφυσάω in John 20:22 (used only here in the New Testament) connects the
verse to various Hebrew Bible (and LXX) passages that refer to the breathing in of breath or spirit,
resulting in the life of those being inbreathed. This holds for Gen 2:7 and Ezek 37:9 (both חפנ
which LXX renders with ἐµφυσάω), but also for 1 Kgs 17:21 (where LXX has Elijah breathing three
times in or on the dead boy and thus reanimates him) and Wisd 15:11.109 In contrast to those pas-
sages, ἐνεφύσησεν in John 20:22 does not have an explicit direct or indirect object, and the context
does not deal with the animating or reanimating human beings, but with the transference of holy
spirit.110 
Ezekiel 37:14 and 4Q381 1 7 indicate that the object of the inbreathing in Gen 2:7 and Ezek
37:9 is God’s spirit, whereas 4Q504 8 recto 4-6 and 4Q417 1 i 13-18 explicitly connect the giving of
109But note that one should not assume that each of the New Testament authors had access to all the books in Greek
translation. 
110The wording of John 20:22 is ambiguous as to whether the spirit is transferred through inbreathing or by the
speaking of the words “receive the holy spirit.” 
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the spirit at creation with knowledge. In addition, the 4Q504 and 4Q381 passages both juxtapose
the giving of the spirit to mankind with the granting of dominion. The correspondence between
John 20:22 and those passages, where God is the one who breathes in spirit might underline the di-
vine character of Jesus. 
However, neither the association with knowledge, not the juxtaposition with dominion,
would explain the connection in John 20:22-23 between the receival of the spirit and the power to
either forgive or retain sins. The only early Jewish text which explicitly refers to a human being for-
giving sins is 4Q252 (4QNabonidus) in which a Jewish diviner forgave Nabonidus his sins. Howev-
er, both the genre and the fragmentariness of the text should preclude any conclusions. Instead,
reading backwards, we might consider two different scrolls compositions. The first is the Rule of
the Community. Some of its passages that refer to a holy spirit in connection with purification or
atonement (3:6-9 and 4:20-22) do not envisage any role of human beings as agents in this process.
However, 1QS 9:3-4 juxtaposes the “foundation of a holy spirit” and “atonement for the guilt of
transgression and the unfaithfulness of sin.” Here it is the community that atones for the land (see
also 1QS 8:6, 10), so that its sin be forgiven. The other scrolls composition which might be of any
relevance is 11QMelchizedek (11Q13) which connects the messianic messenger and anointed of spirit
of Isa 61:1 to the year of release, “liberty shall be proclaimed to them to free them from [the debt
of] all their iniquities” (11Q13 2:6). However, the text does not deal with an individual who forgives
the sins of others, but describes the priestly messianic figure who proclaims release.
Neither of these Dead Sea scrolls compositions would grant that individuals gifted with
the holy spirit would be able to forgive sins. At best, but even that is uncertain, the Community
Rule might imply that a community, through a holy spirit, would be able to atone for sin. Reading
from the perspective of the scrolls, it would make more sense to understand John 20:21-23 as refer-
ring to the granting of the spirit to the disciples as community, not to them individually, This also
means that a physical interpretation of ἐνεφύσησεν, for example by kissing, should be questioned. 
Some of the other spirit passages in John may be linked to the Hebrew Bible and the Dead
Sea scrolls. The descent of the spirit in John 1:32-33 is connected with Isa 11:2, “the Spirit of the Lord
shall rest on him,” but both in John 1:32-33 and in 16:13 we also see the influence of Isa 63:14, which
connects דרת, “will come down,” with “holy spirit,” rather than with the preceding “cattle” (the
scrolls never refer to the spirit as descending—except for the spirit or wind in the arteries going up
and down in the Damascus Document section on skin disease). Like the scrolls, John 1:33 uses the
SPIRIT IS WATER conceptual metaphor, which one should preferably translate with “dip/baptize
in a holy spirit.” The Gospel of John does not expand on John the Baptist’s baptizing in water, but
the association in the other gospels with repentance, confession, and forgiveness of sins (Mark
1:4-5) closely connects the water and spirit comparison to that in 1QS 3:6-9. 
John 16:13, “when he comes, the Spirit of Truth, he will guide you into all the truth,” adopts
the idea of “guiding” from Isa 63:14 (both texts use ὁδηγέω). Yet, the active agency of the spirit in
the cluster of texts John 14:16, 17, 26; 15:26; 16:7, 13, contrasts with the scrolls, where the holy spirit is
never agent, and the spirit of truth only to a limited extent. Instead, some of the activities assigned
to the spirit in John, like “teach” are connected in a different way with spirit in the scrolls. However,
it is not the spirit that teaches, but prophets who instruct and teach by his holy spirit (4Q381 69 4). 
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6.2. Acts 2
The Acts 2 narrative of the giving of the spirit includes time (Pentecost or Shavuot; Acts 2:1), the
spirit’s appearance, described in similes (sound as of a wind, tongues as of fire; Acts 2:2-3), the ef-
fect (each filled by the holy spirit speaks in other languages; Acts 2:4ff), a quotation of Joel 3:1-5a
(Eng. 2:28-32) on the pouring out of the spirit (Acts 2:16-21), a long section on Jesus (Acts 2:22-36)
which includes a reference to the pouring out of the spirit (2:33), and an admonition which
promises the gift of the Holy Spirit on condition of repentance and baptism (2:38). 
Acts 2:17 quotes Joel 3:1 (E2:28), with a slight adaptation of the beginning of the cited Joel
text. “Then afterward” is changed to “In the last days,”111 and as introduction to the divine person
speech Acts adds, “God says.” This is not a tradition that was shared by the preserved Dead Sea
scrolls, even though some scrolls are much concerned with the last days. The preserved scrolls nev-
er refer to Joel 3:1-5a (E2:28-32a), nor do they use the expression “pouring out (ךפש) the spirit.”112
Neither do the scrolls connect the granting of the spirit with the end of days. The only passage
which might indicate this, 1QS 4:20-22, does indeed refer to eschatological purification by a spirit
of holiness and a spirit of truth, but not to the outpouring or granting of the spirit. The absence of
any reference to Joel 3:1-5 (E2:28-32) is most probably not a coincidence, but related to the world
view of the texts. The scrolls are not concerned with spontaneous contemporary prophecy, and,
apart from the Aramaic ones, take no interest in dreams and visions. Instead, they are very much
concerned with gaining insight and understanding through study and meditation, and a life of dis-
cipline. All this conflicts with the universal pouring out of spirit of Joel and Acts.
The pouring out of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost has been connected to the Festival of
Weeks as the celebration of the giving of Torah on Mt. Sinai in later Judaism. However, the giving
of Torah is not thematized in the scrolls, nor connected to the Festival of Weeks. Rather, Jubilees as-
sociates the Festival with the renewal of the covenant by oaths, and the joined evidence of the
Rule of the Community and the Damascus Document indicate an annual covenant ceremony in the
third month, presumably during the Festival.113 Indeed, the description of the covenant ceremony
in 1QS 1:16-3:12 includes references to God’s statutes (3:8) and purification by a holy spirit (3:6-9).
However, the section does not include the theme of the giving of the spirit.114 
The references to the noise or roar and fiery or flamy appearance are not found in the
scrolls passages on the holy spirit, but the latter bears similitude to the description of the spirits of
holiest holiness in the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice, which in turn is connected to Ezek 1 and 10.
111This exegetical move may derive from the cotext, but was also facilitated by the similarity of ירחא and תירחא. 
1124Q504 1+2 v recto 15 and Isa 44:3 also employ the metaphor of pouring God’s spirit, but there the verb קצי, not ךפש,
is used. The Aramaic and Greek of 1 En. 91:1 are lost, and the Ethiopic takəʿwa corresponds to various Hebrew verbs,
including קצי and ךפש. 
113Daniel K. Falk, “Festivals and Holy Days,” in The Eerdmans Dictionary of Early Judaism, 636-45, esp. 638-39. 
114The closest connection of the holy spirit to the Sinai event, and hence perhaps to Pentecost would have been
1Q34/1Q34bis, but the crucial word “spirit” is missing in the lacuna. 
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Thus, 4Q405 20 ii - 22 10 “like the appearance of fire are spirits of holiest holiness round about the
appearance of streams of fire like amber” (cf. also 4Q403 1 ii 6-9, and in the Berakhot 4Q287 2 4-5),
as well as the juxtaposition of “holy spirits” and “flaming fire” in 1QHa 16:12-14. These texts do not
use the expression “tongues of fire,” which is found, though, in the so-called Apocryphon of Moses
(1Q29, 4Q376, and 4Q408), in the context of the High Priest appearing before the congregation af-
ter he has inquired of the Urim, a context which may be reconstructed on the basis of Josephus’ ac-
count in Ant. 3.214-216.115 While the contexts seems entirely different, the mention of the tongues of
fire in Acts 2 may be an intentional reference to and appropriation of the high priestly tongues of
fire: the universal gift of prophecy replaces the high priestly prerogative to inquire of God’s will. 
From the perspective of the scrolls, there is no connection between spirit and the speaking
in other languages. In fact, the two references to “another tongue” (1QHa 10:21 and 12:17) are clearly
derogatory, and 4Q464 refers to “the holy tongue”.116 A more general connection between spirit and
speaking may be found in 1QHa 9:29-30: “You yourself created breath for the tongue.” Or, if the sen-
tences may be connected, in 1QHa 4:29, “because of the spirits you have given in me … I will find a
proper response (lit. answer of the tongue).” In Jub. 25:13-14 and 31:12 a spirit descends in the mouth
enabling prophecy.
Peter’s call in Acts 2:38 “Repent, and be baptized every one of you in the name of Jesus
Christ so that your sins may be forgiven; and you will receive the gift of the Holy Spirit,” might re-
mind one of 1QS 3:6-9, which associates repentance, the wiping out of sin, and purification from
iniquities by a spirit of holiness, as well as purification by water. In spite of the correspondence of
some elements, their structure and meaning is quite different. In 1QS there is no gift of the “Holy
Spirit,” but purification from iniquity through a spirit of holiness. Also, though both baptism and
purificatory baths involve water, and the first may have developed from the latter, they are not the
same. Therefore, the sequence of the acts also differs. 
However, on another level the texts do show correspondences. Acts 1:5, “for John baptized
with water, but you will be baptized with the Holy Spirit not many days from now,” creates a con-
trast between baptism with water and baptism with the Holy Spirit, even though the baptism in
2:38 and 41 probably did involve the use of water. Likewise, 1QS 3 contrasts purification by water to
purification by a spirit, but nonetheless concludes the latter with purification and cleansing by wa-
ter. Both texts are therefore witnesses to reflections on the efficacy and function of water rituals in
relation to internal change, and both transform the function of the ritual. 
6.3. Romans 7-8117
115See discussion by John Strugnell in Parabiblical Texts Part 2 (DJD 19; Oxford: Clarendon, 1995), 124-25, and Liora
Goldman, “The Rules Regarding Fighting a Permitted War in 4Q376,” Meghillot 8-9 (2010): 319-41 [Hebrew]. 
116See the discussion by Steve Weitzman, “Why Did the Qumran Community Write in Hebrew?” JAOS 119 (1999): 35-45.
Willem Smelik, “Language Selection and the Holy Tongue in Early Rabbinic Literature,” in Interpretation, Religion and
Culture in Midrash and Beyond: Proceedings of the 2006 and 2007 SBL Midrash Sessions (ed. Lieve Teugels and Rivka
Ulmer; Piscataway: Gorgias, 2008), 91-151 problematizes the concept of holy language. More practically, CD 14:9-10
seems to prescribe that an overseer should be competent in every language. 
117See also Kister, “Body and Sin,” on correspondences in thought between Rom 6-8 and the Dead Sea scrolls. 
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The Pauline opposition “flesh” versus “spirit” in Rom 8:4-13 is found nowhere in the Dead Sea
scrolls as it is phrased and conceptualized in Rom 8. Nonetheless, some of the sets of concepts and
contrasts in Rom 7-8 can be highlighted from the perspective of the Dead Sea scrolls. 
In spit of the different use of “spirit” in the scrolls, referring also to every living being, there
is no plain terminological opposition between “flesh” and “spirit.” However, the Hodayot and 4QIn-
struction do have some kind of differentiation between the “spirit of the flesh” (either individually
or collectively) and the spirit which has been given by God. The former is primarily characterized
by lack of knowledge, but the Hodayot sometimes describe the human condition as material and
frail, guilty and impure. The opposition is then either between human beings and spirits, or be-
tween the human flesh and human spirit, versus the spirit that God gives. In a very general way the
Romans “flesh” versus “spirit” opposition may be compared to the oppositions of the Two Spirits
Treatise: both Rom 8 and the Treatise present two opposing ways of being and living, and similarly
connects them with sin, with life and death. However, in the Two Spirits Treatise flesh is not
thematized. 
A negative association of “flesh” with “sin,” as in Rom 7:25, 8:3 might have a correspondence
in negative terms in the scrolls. See, e.g., the Hodayot, as well as 1QS 11:9 and 1QM 4:3 with the ex-
pression רשבלוע , “unjust flesh” and 1QS 11:12 with ןוערשב , “sin of the flesh.” However, it is not clear
whether these compound phrases also qualify “flesh” as such as sinful. Also, this negative associa-
tion has no counterpart in positive associations with spirit. An almost exclusively negative associa-
tion118 can be found between the term םימכת, “innermost parts,” and evil or sin. 
A minor issue in Rom 7, however, does have an interesting correlation with the scrolls. Ro-
mans 7:5 and 7:23 refer to a presence, respectively fight, of sin in a person’s members. The latter
may correspond to statements in the Two Spirits Treatise which mention “the spirits of truth and
injustice struggling in the hearts of men,” and in Incantation (4Q444) which refers to “spirits of
conflict in the bodily frame.” More generally, the concept of either sin (Rom 7:17, 20) or God’s spirit
(Rom 8:9, 11) dwelling within a person is reminiscent of the many scrolls references to either spirits
or other evil beings or dispositions in a person’s bodily parts, as well as the idea that God’s spirit re-
sides in persons. In the scrolls, the general concept seems to be that evil spirits of sin are in a per-
son’s body, unless God places his spirit instead in the human body. 
6.4. Conclusions
The first basic thesis of this contribution is that the scrolls cannot be read as a uniform homoge-
nous collections, but that the collection contains compositions with clearly different conceptual-
izations of holy spirit. The other is that we cannot distract statements about holy spirit in specific
texts from their textual cotext and larger world view. For a religious studies comparison of holy
spirit in the scroll and in early Christianity, one should rather compare the different systems than
118The one exception where the term is used in a neutral physical sense is 1QHa 15:7 “my inner parts (bowels) are to me
like a ship in a raging storm.” 
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individual statements. This holds, for example, for the basic difference that has been observed
since the beginning of scholarship, namely that in the New Testament the Holy Spirit often ap-
pears as an acting figure, whereas in the scrolls the singular holy spirit is (with the exception of the
quotation a few biblical passages) not an agent, but a medium. Or put more strongly, in the New
Testament the spirit is presented as personal, in the scrolls as impersonal. However, a broader look
at the conceptualizations of spirit in both systems, shows that both have a wider range of under-
standing of spirit, covering both the personal and the impersonal, the external and the internal. 
Another example where one would need to study larger systems concerns the place of the
spirit in time. The New Testament conceptualization of the Holy Spirit as eschatological seems to
be paralleled in 1QS 4:20, where in the Two Spirits Treatise the holy spirit is mentioned only in
connection to the eschatological katharsis. Also, the various compositions that interpreted Isa
10:33-11:5 eschatologically may warrant the association of holy spirit and the last days. However, in
other literary cotexts, such as 1QS 3:6-9 or the Hodayot, there is no such connection. 
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